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5Diret Integration of Fourth Order Initial and BoundaryValue Problems Using Nystr�om Type MethodsE. AdeyefaFederal University Oye-Ekiti, Oye ekiti, NigeriaNystr�om type methods are widely used for the numerial integration of initialvalue problems (IVPs) in ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs). Spei�ally, theyare extensively used for diretly solving seond order IVPs. Nevertheless, theyare not normally used for the numerial integration of boundary value problems(BVPs). This paper fouses on the formulation of a family of blok Nystr�om typemethods (BNM (A|A‡, p)) for the numerial solution of fourth order IVPs andBVPs, where A|A‡ is the number of o�-grid points and p is the order of the method.The family of BNM (A|A‡, p) is formulated from ontinuous shemes obtained viaolloation and interpolation tehniques and applied in a blok-by-blok manneras numerial integrators for fourth order ODEs. The onvergene properties ofthe family of methods are disussed via zero-stability and onsisteny. Numerialexamples are inluded and omparisons are made with existing methods in theliterature.
→∞ ⋄∞←An Improved Baryentri Lagrange Double Interpolation forSolving Volterra Integral Equations of the Seond KindE.S. Shoukralla, B. M. AhmedFaulty of Eng. and Tehnology, Future University in Egypt, 11835 Cairo, EgyptH. ElgoharyFaulty of Eletroni Engineering, Menou�a University, Al Minufya, EgyptAn improved and sophistiated version of Baryentri Lagrange interpolationwith uniformly spaed interpolation nodes is established and applied to solve Volterraintegral equations of the seond kind. The given improved version of BaryentriLagrange polynomial is obtained by rede�ning it in a matrix form in suh a mannerthat the round-o� errors of the alulations are remarkably minimized. Ahievingthis advantage, the presented method onsists of three steps; the �rst is based onthe interpolation of the given data funtion and the unknown funtion by usingthe improved Baryentri Lagrange polynomials of the same degree. In the seond



6step the kernel is interpolated twie with respet to both its variables by usingthe same interpolant polynomial of the same degree, so that it is transformedinto a produt of three matries, where only one matrix is dependent on thegiven kernel. The importane of the third step may be summarized as follows: theinterpolate unknown funtion is substituted twie into both sides of the onsideredintegral equation. This enforement provides the possibility to redue the solutionof Volterra equation into an equivalent algebrai linear system in matrix formwithout any need to apply olloation points. Moreover, seven illustrated numerialexamples are solved. It turns out that, the obtained approximate solutions onvergeto the exat ones, whih ensures the auray, e�ieny, and authentiity of thepresented method.
→∞⋄∞←

Conjugate Gradient Method for Solving the InverseGravimetry Problem in Multilayered Medium: ParallelImplementation on GPUE.N. Akimova, V.E. MisilovUral Federal University; Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis of UrB RAS,Ekaterinburg, RussiaThe paper is devoted to onstrution of the time e�ient algorithm for solvingthe strutural inverse gravimetry problem in the ase of multilayered medium. Theproblem is in �nding multiple interfaes between layers with di�erent onstantdensities by known gravitational data. This problem is desribed by a nonlinearintegral equation of the �rst kind. It is ill-posed problem. After disretization of thearea and approximation of the integral operator, the problem is redued to solvinga system of nonlinear equations. An e�ient method was onstruted on the basisof the nonlinear onjugate gradient method. The algorithm uses the approximationof the Jaobian matrix of the integral operator based on dropping out the lesserelements and utilizing the Toeplitz-blok-Toeplitz struture of the matrix. Theparallel algorithm was implemented for the graphis proessor (GPU) using CUDAtehnology. The strutural gravimetry problem of reonstruting three surfaesusing quasi-real data was solved.
→∞⋄∞←



7A Motion Corretion of Stohasti Evolutionary Systemswith UnertaintiesB. AnanyevN.N.Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, 16 S. Kovalevskaya str.,620108 Ekaterinburg, and Ural Federal University, 19 Mir str., 620002Yekaterinburg, RussiaWe onsider the evolutionary system in a Hilbert spae H : x(t) = Stx0 +
∫ t

0 St−s((Bu(s)+Cv(s))ds+dw(s)), where t ∈ [0, T ], St is a semigroup with losedgenerator A with the dense domain D(A) in H ; B, C are linear operators from
U, V , respetively; u(t) is a ontrol. Given a omplete probability spae (Ω,F , P ),an H-valued Wiener proess w(t) proess with ontinuous paths is used in thesystem. The state x(t) is unknown. There is a partition 0 = t0t1 . . . tN = T of
[0, T ], ti − ti−1 = T/N = δ, for whih vetors yi = Gx(ti−1) + ri + ηi at instants
ti are observed, where G : H → Rm is a linear operator, ηi are Gaussian mutuallyindependent vetors whih independent of w(t). The state x0 is independent of
w(t) and ηi. The unertainties Ex0 = x̄0, v(·), and ri are restrited by onstrains
αi = (x̄0, v

i(·), ri) ∈ V
i, whereVi is a weakly ompat set inH×L2([0, ti], V )×Rmifor every i ∈ 1 : N . Similarly, the ontrol u(·) ∈ U, where U ⊂ L2([0, T ], U). If

u(·) ∈ U, then U
i is the set of all ontinuations of the setion ui(·) on [0, ti]to the segment [ti, T ]. If the signal till the ti with known initial ontrol ui

0(·) isobserved, then we minimize the terminal ost E‖xN‖
2 by ontrols u(·) dependingof yi = {y1, . . . , yi} and u(·) ∈ U

i. The problem is solved by the minimax approah.First, the maximizer αN
0 in the problem E‖xN‖

2 → maxαN is found under zeroontrol. As E‖xN‖
2 = tracePN,i + E‖x̂N,i‖

2, where x̂N,i = E(xN |σ(y
i)) is theonditional mean and PN,i = cov(xN − x̂N,i, xN − x̂N,i) is the ovariane operator,we, seondly, solve the problem E‖x̂N,i‖

2 → min = Ji over u(·) ∈ U
i for all

i ∈ 1 : N . Then we seek an optimal stopping time τ , depending on yi, where
Jτ ≤ Jτ+1. The proedure may be repeated on the segment [τ, T ]. Some examplesare onsidered, as well as some appliations to physis and investments problem.Aknowledgements. The work is supported by the Russian Foundation forBasi Researh, Projet No.18-01-00544-a.

→∞ ⋄∞←



8Some Qualitative Properties of the Solutions of Goodwin'sEquation with Fixed DelayA.O. AntonovaNational Aviation University, 1 Kosmonauvt Komarov Ave., 03058 Kyiv, UkraineS.N. ReznikInstitute for Nulear Researh, National Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine, 47Nauka Ave., 03680, Kyiv, UkraineM. D. TodorovFaulty of Applied Mathematis and Computer Siene, Tehnial University ofSo�a, 8 Kliment Ohridski Blvd., 1000 So�a, BulgariaInvestigations of the Goodwin equation [1℄ with a �xed delay
0.5ẏ(t) + 0.4y(t) =







−3, ẏ < −1.5
2ẏ(t− θ), 4.5 > ẏ ≥ −1.5
9, ẏ ≥ 4.5showed that the quality harateristis of the sawtooth osillations (mean value of

y(t) and its amplitude) signi�antly depend on the shape of the initial funtion [2,3℄, as shown in the �gure for θ = 1. Here is inome in billions of dollars per year, tis time in years.
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On the other hand, by using the method of equivalent linearization in [4℄ itwas shown that the mean value and amplitude are onstant. In this report, weshow that the results of [4℄ are valid only for a ertain shape of initial funtion anddisuss the onditions of appliability of the method of equivalent linearization tothe analysis of the properties of solutions of the Goodwin equation.



9Referenes[1℄ R.M. Goodwin, Eonometria 19, 1�17 (1951).[2℄ R. H. Strotz, J.C. MAnulty, J.B. Naines, Eonometria 21, 390�411 (1953).[3℄ A. Antonova, S. Reznik and M. Todorov, International Journal of ComputationalEonomis and Eonometris 3, 390�411 (2013).[4℄ F. E. Bothwell, Eonometria 20, 269�284 (1952).
→∞ ⋄∞←Computer Simulation of Plasma Dynamis in OpenMagneti SystemsM. Boronina, G. Dudnikova, V. VshivkovInstitute of Computational Mathematis and Mathematial Geophysis SB RAS,Novosibirsk, RussiaThe work is devoted to the numerial simulation of formation of diamagneti�bubble� in an open magneti trap [1℄. This system makes possible to ahievethe maximal plasma pressure for the e�etive plasma heating and on�nement.We onsider axially symmetrial magneti trap with injetion and subsequentionization of neutral partile beams. The simulations of the ion beam - plasmainteration are based on a two-dimensional hybrid model for the quasi-neutralollisionless plasma, where the ions are desribed kinetially, and the eletrons areonsidered as a �uid [2℄. We use the partile-in-ells method (PIC) in the ylindrialoordinates and the �nite-di�erene shemes for shifted grids. The high magneti�eld values de�ne the maximal time step due to the stability ondition for thenumerial sheme. Numerial experiments for plasma and ion beam parameters inaordane with the parameters of laboratory experiments required onsiderableomputational resoures and a parallel version of the developed algorithm. Theparallelization we use is based on the domain deomposition, where eah proessoris responsible for its sub-domain and the partiles in the domain. The problems ofthe algorithm auray, onvergene and performane are onsidered. The results ofnumerial modeling of the plasma dynamis in the diamagneti regime of the openplasma trap are presented. The omputations were performed on the superomputerLomonosov (MSU, Mosow) and Siberian Superomputer Center luster (ICM&MGSB RAS, Novosibirsk).Aknowledgements. The work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh, projet No 18-29-21025.



10 Referenes[1℄ A.D. Beklemishev, Diamagneti �bubble� equilibria in linear traps, Physis ofPlasmas 23, 082506 (2016).[2℄ L. Vshivkova, G. Dudnikova, Leture Notes in Computer Siene 10187, 737�743 (2017).
→∞⋄∞←Equivalene Group for GeneralizedKudryashov-Sinelshhikov Equations of Seond OrderYu. D. Bozhkov, O. M. Londo�no DuqueInstituto de Matematia, Estatistia e Computaao Cienti�a - IMECC,Universidade Estadual de Campinas - UNICAMP, Rua Sergio Buarque deHolanda, 651, 13083-859 - Campinas - SP, BrasilS. DimasDepartamento de Matematia, Instituto Tenologio da Aeronautia - ITA, PraaMarehal Eduardo Gomes, 50, Vila das Aaias, 12228-900, Sao Jose dosCampos/SP, BrasilThe equivalene group for a lass of nonlinear evolution partial di�erentialequations, generalizing the seond order Kudryashov-Sinelshhikov equation whihdesribes pressure waves in liquid with bubbles, is alulated. Then a preliminarygroup lassi�ation of the equations in the onsidered lass is obtained. After asimpli�ation, based on the use of the found equivalene group, a omplete grouplassi�ation of these equations is arried out.
→∞⋄∞←



11Methodology for Optimizing the Control of InvestmentProjetingE. V. ButsenkoUral State University of Eonomis, Ekaterinburg, RussiaThe tasks of improving investment projeting in the modern eonomy an beonsidered as neessary omponents of the ontrol proess of any enterprise and arepreisely those tasks whose solution determines the �nanial poliy of the eonomistruture. The development of tehnologies based on the optimization of investmentprojeting is a very relevant sienti� problem. Investment projeting is designedto develop and implement not only the most pro�table ways to generate inome,but also to look for new pro�table options for alloating free ash resoures. Inthis paper, in order to develop an eonomi-mathematial model of the investmentprojeting ontrol proess, optimal ontrol methods are used to solve applied problemsin eonomis. The proposed methodology for optimizing the ontrol of the investmentprojeting proess for an enterprise allows for the seletion of the best investmentprojeting strategy, whih is the proess of forming suh an enterprise produtionvolume that will be realized with the best guaranteed value of the ratio - return/risk.In the work arried out the pratial implementation of the proposed eonometrimethodology for the seletion of the optimal strategy for ontrolling investmentprojeting. Using the real investment projeting objet as an example, the appliationfeatures of the proposed methodology are onsidered, the neessary alulationsare performed and the obtained results are analyzed. This methodology an beused as the basis for the development of a modern toolkit for optimizing theontrol of investment projeting, apable of generating solutions for the pratialimplementation of spei� investment projets. The results of the study an beused by any business entity engaged in investment ativities, and, of ourse, willimprove the e�etiveness of its performane and ompetitiveness.
→∞ ⋄∞←



12 Longitudinal and Torsional Shok Waves in AnisotropiElasti CylindersA. ChugaynovaSteklov Mathematial Institute of RAS, Mosow, RussiaDisontinuities in solutions of a one-dimensional hyperboli system of equationsdesribing nonlinear longitudinal and torsional waves propagating in elasti rodsare studied. The amplitude of the disontinuities is assumed to be small, so thatall nonlinear terms, exept for the quadrati ones, are negleted in the equations.The form of the shok adiabat and the evolutionary onditions are investigateddepending on the parameters of the model. The results of this study are appliablenot only to waves in rods, but also to shok waves in anisotropi elasti media.
→∞⋄∞←

Rare�ed Gas Between Two Coaxial Cylinders � TransientHeat Transfer: The E�et of Pulsating Radial Motion of theOuter Cylinder. Aousti Waves ModelingP. Gospodinov, D. Dankov, V. Roussinov, M. MironovaInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonhev, bl. 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaOn the basis of our previous studies in the �owmodeling of rare�ed gas betweenoaxial ylinders under di�erent temperature and kinemati boundary onditions,the energy transfer in the system of gas - surrounding ylinders is studied inthe radius pulsating of one of the ylinders. The energy transfer is modeled withontinuous model based on Navier-Stokes Fourier equations of motion and energytransfer and with a statistial DSMC model.The obtained results show that the external mehanial disturbanes in theradial diretion in�uene more signi�antly the operation of the Pirani gauge whenthere is a di�erene in the temperature of the thread and the wall of the outerylinder. These results make it possible to assess the gauge sensitivity.
→∞⋄∞←



13Analyti Representation of the Order Parameter Pro�lesand Suseptibility of a Ginzburg-Landau Type Model withDirihlet-Dirihlet Boundary Conditions on the Con�ningthe Fluid WallsV. Vassilev, P. Djondjorov, D. DanhevInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Akad. G. Bonhev St., Blok 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaIn this work, we study a ritial thermodynami system, say, a simple �uidor a binary liquid mixture, of plane �lm geometry whose stable states, at giventemperature and external ordering �eld, are determined by the minimizers of theone-dimensional ounterpart of the standard φ4 Ginzburg-Landau Hamiltonian interms of the order parameter. We fous on the ase of Dirihlet-Dirihlet boundaryonditions on the on�ning the �uid walls. Assuming that the boundaries of thesystem are positioned at a �nite distane from one another, we solve the orrespon-ding boundary-value problem of one nonlinear di�erential equation in terms ofWeierstrass and Jaobi ellipti funtions and give analyti representation of theorder parameter pro�les and of the loal and total suseptibilities depending onthe temperature and ordering �eld.
→∞ ⋄∞←



14 Proessing Epidemiologial Data Using Dynami ModeDeomposition MethodD. A. BistrianDept of Eletrial Engineering and Industrial Informatis, �Politehnia�University of Timisoara, 5 Revolutiei str., 331128 Hunedoara, RomaniaG. DimitriuDept of Medial Informatis and Biostatistis, Grigore T. Popa University ofMediine and Pharmay, 16 Universitatii, Iasi 700115, RomaniaI. M. NavonDept of Sienti� Computing, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL,32306�4120, USAModeling the spread of infetious diseases is extremely hallenging due to thelak of a single set of physis-based governing equations. Many urrent infetiousdiseases models tend to be based on histori data.The Dynami Mode Deomposition (DMD) is an equation-free, data-drivenmatrix deomposition that an provide aurate reonstrutions of spatio-temporaloherent strutures arising in nonlinear dynamial systems. The equation-free aspetof operating solely on data snapshots of DMD, an help in the analysis of infetiousdisease data.In this work, the Dynami Mode Deomposition method is applied to malariainfetious disease using historial data from World Health Organization (WHO)and Institute of Health Metris and Evaluation (IHME), Global Burden of Disease(GBD). Several ases are analysed by using snapshots of infetious disease dataonerning malaria death by region, inidene of malaria, and malaria death ratesat di�erent spae loations. The examples show how DMD an extrat the relevantspatio-temporal patterns from the data. Eah loation's time series is normalizedin mean and variane, allowing for a better visual omparison.A quantitative evaluation of the spatial modes omputed from the DMDdeomposition and a rigorous error analysis for the reonstrution of data areperformed. We emphasize also additional advantages of the redued order model.
→∞⋄∞←



15Hybrid models of ion-aousti ollisionless shokA. E�mova, G. DudnikovaInstitute of Computational Mathematis and Mathematial Geophysis SB RAS, 6Akad. Lavrentyev, Ave, 630090 Novosibirsk, RussiaNumerial modeling of nonlinear wave proesses in media with dispersion, towhih plasma primarily relates, plays an important role in studying of à numberphysial phenomena. In partiular, ion-aousti eletrostati ollisionless shokshave been observed both in the high-energy partile �uxes in the Earth's magneto-sphere and laboratory experiments with laser plasma. Currently, one of the mainquestions of osmology is the mehanism of generation of osmi rays, whih signi�-antly a�ets proesses in near-Earth spae. Observational astronomial data indiatethat the soure of these rays is supernova explosions and ion aeleration at thefront of the generated ollisionless shok waves. Coulomb ollisions are negligiblein ollisionless shok and ooperative e�ets of interation of plasma and eletriand magneti �elds play essential roles in the shok formation. The theoretialsubstantiation of ion-aousti eletrostati shok waves was reated more than halfa entury ago, but one of the main problems � the aeleration of partiles at theshok-wave front � has not yet been solved. The kineti model and two types ofhybrid models of the formation of ion-aousti shok waves in a ollisionless plasmaare onsidered. The regimes aompanied by the overturning of shok waves andthe generation of fast partiles re�eted by the potential barrier of the wave frontwere studied. We have also investigated the ase of three-omponent plasma witha heavy and light ion.Aknowledgements. The researh was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh 18-29-21025.
→∞ ⋄∞←



16 Canonial Deformations of Pseudo-Riemannian SpaeN. Vashpanova, Yu. FedhenkoOdessa National Aademy of Food Tehnologies, UkraineT. PodousovaOdessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture, UkraineThe paper presents the study on the speial deformations of a pseudo-Rieman-nian spae whih were alled anonial. These deformations are haraterized bythe tensor of metris deformation is proportional to Rii tensor. This approahseems to be more appropriate for appliations than the standard one, for example,for simulating real physial situation when gravity �elds are onsidered.
→∞⋄∞←Radiation E�ets in Spae Silion Solar Cells: NumerialModels and SoftwareA. Fedoseyev, S. HerasimenkaRegher Solar LLC, Tempe, AZ, 85284, USAImprovements to solar ell e�ieny and radiation hardness that are ompatiblewith low ost, high volumemanufaturing proesses are ritial for power generationappliations in future long-term NASA and DOD spae missions. In this paper,we provide the results of numerial simulation of the radiation e�ets in a novel,ultra-thin (UT), Si photovoltai (PV) ell tehnology that ombines enhaned lighttrapping and absorption due to nanostrutured surfaes, separation of photogener-ated arriers, and inreased arrier density due to UT thikness. Suh solar ellshave a potential to ahieve high onversion e�ienies while shown to be lightweight,�exible, and low-ost, due to the use of Si high volume tehniques. Regher Solar isdeveloping manufaturing tehnology for UT high e�ieny silion solar ells, whihan be quikly transferred to mass prodution and ahieve < $1/W manufaturingost to supply the booming spae eonomy. To ahieve high e�ieny on thinwafers Regher Solar is using bifaial amorphous/rystalline silion heterojuntiontehnology and opper eletroplating whih an enable ultrathin silion solar ellswith up to 24% AM0 e�ieny. Higher e�ieny solar ells an redue solar arraymass, volume, and ost for spae missions. When solar ells are used in outerspae or in Lunar or Marsian environments, they are subjet to bombardment by



17high-energy partiles, whih indue a degradation referred to as radiation damage.Radiation tolerane (or hardness) of this UT Si PV tehnology is not well understood.Researh, review, and analysis of solar-ell radiation-e�ets models in literaturehave been onduted, and physis-based models have been seleted and validated[1℄. Several di�erent engineering approahes have been investigated to improve Sisolar ell radiation hardness. These inlude Material/ Impurity/Defet Engineering(MIDE), Devie Struture Engineering (DSE), and devie operational mode enginee-ring (DOME), whih have been shown to be e�etive in reduing the e�ets ofdisplaement damage in Si based devies [3℄. Lithium-doped, radiation-resistanesilion solar ell is an attrative experimentally proven possibility [2℄.In this paper, we provide the results of the aurate numerial simulation ofthe radiation e�ets in UT Si PV ells, and radiation damage mitigation tehniques.The results of numerial simulation of the radiation e�ets, oupled with thephenomenon of non-uniform vaany reation (i.e., maximum displaement damageours near the Bragg peak, as desribed earlier), further indiate that a high-energy protons will ause minimal damage in the ultra-thin 50 µm (or thinner) Sisolar ell. These results show that this UT Si PV ell tehnology an be used forspae appliations in the high radiation environment.Referenes[1℄ A. Fedoseyev, A. Raman, S. Bowden, J. Y. Choi, Ch. Honsberg, T. Monga,�Numerial modeling of radiation e�ets in Si Solar Cell for Spae,� SPIE, 9358�22, 2015.[2℄ J.J. Wysoki et al, Lithium-doped, radiation-resistane silion solar ell, Appl.Phys. Lett. 9, 44 (1966).[3℄ Zheng Li, �Radiation Hardness/Tolerane of Si Sensors/detetors for Nulearand High Energy Physis Experiments,� Brookhaven Nat. Lab. report BNL-69639,2002.
→∞ ⋄∞←



18 Ampli�ation of Longitudinal EM Waves in GradedLow-Epsilon Materials (GLEM)N. Kukhtarev, T.KukhtarevaAAMU Huntsville AL, USA and PSRA � Department of Physis, University ofColorado at Colorado Springs, CO, USAA. Fedoseyev, A.GlushhenkoPSRA � Department of Physis, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, CO,USA and Ultra Quantum In., Madison, AL, USASeveral interesting and pratially important new features of EM wave interat-ion with GLEM related to image proessing and optial ommuniations are disu-ssed in [1,2℄. We will onsider spei�s of EM wave interation with graded semiond-utor materials during dynami holographi transmission grating reording in areanear plasma resonane, where dieletri funtion ǫ depend on eletron onentrationover plasma frequeny. For the monohromati omponent of eletri �eld E, waveequation will be [3℄:
∇E = −k20ǫE −∇

(

E∇ǫ

ǫ

)

+∇
(ρ

ǫ

)where k0 is wave vetor, ρ denotes free harge density.In Drude model dieletri funtion depend on eletron density n via plasmafrequeny. Interferene pattern of two interseting laser beams by photo-exitationspatially modulate eletron onentration n, produing di�usion miro-urrents,and reating dynami holographi grating. Reording beams di�rat on this dynamigratings reating feed bak with oupling of these two reording beams.Nonlinear system of partial di�erential equations desribe interation of high-frequeny and low-frequeny EM waves with oupling between transversal andlongitudinal waves.We suggest solution based on series on dynami grating thiknessthat allow to desribe e�ets of transient energy exhange between laser beamsand generation of transient self-indued holographi urrent. Both e�et will beinreased in GLEM.Referenes[1℄ N. Kinsey et al, Optia 2(7), 616�622 (2015).[2℄ Navarro-Cia et al, Phys. Rev. B83, 115112 (2011).[3℄ N. Kukhtarev et al, Ferroeletris 22, 949 (1979).
→∞⋄∞←



19Identi�ation of Holling-Tanner Model with InompleteInformation about Model ParametersI. Fedotov, M.Y. Shatalov, A.A. AdenijiDept of Mathematis and Statistis, Tshwane University of Tehnology, Pretoria,South AfriaA newmethod for numerial evaluation of unknown oe�ients for the nonlinearsystem of di�erential equations for the Holling-Tanner model is presented. Inverseproblem of parameter identi�ation of the model is onsidered with inompleteinformation about the model parameters. The equation for the known parametersis linear with respet to �ve onstraints out of thirteen onstrains. The methodproposed does not use the least square method. The numerial examples illustratethe method.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Statistial Modeling of CuBr-Ne-HBr Laser Charateristisat High Repetition FrequenyD. Fidanov, S. Goheva-IlievaPaisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv , BulgariaI. IlievTehnial University of So�a, branh Plovdiv, BulgariaThe investigation of main laser harateristis is an important fator in �ndingsolutions to improve the experimental work in laser tehnologies. The subjetof our study is CuBr-Ne-HBr laser, used as a high-frequeny ampli�er in ativeoptial systems. This type of systems has been atively developed in reent yearsand is applied for visual ontrol and diagnostis of fast proesses, sreened withbakground illuminations [1℄. The aim of the study is to apply statistial methodsfor the olleted experimental data to establish the basi dependenies between thelaser harateristis in the onditions of the high repetition frequeny of the lasingpulses and the redued energy deposition in the disharge. Multivariate analysis,suh as fator analysis, polynomial type regression of the seond degree and moremethods are applied. Statistial models have been built that show very good �twith the experimental data. A omparison was made with the results obtained in



20[2℄ by means of numerial methods. By performing di�erent simulations preditionsof the values of the output laser power and other laser harateristis are obtained.Referenes[1℄ G.S. Evtushenko, M.V. Trigub, F.A. Gubarev, T.G. Evtushenko, S.N. Torgaev,D.V. Shiyanov, Laser monitor for non-destrutive testing of materials and proessesshielded by intensive bakground lighting, Rev. Si. Instrum. 85(3), 033111, 1�5(2014).[2℄ A.M. Boihenko, G.S. Evtushenko, V.O. Nekhoroshev, D.V. Shiyanov, S. N.Torgaev, CuBr-Ne-HBr laser with a high repetition frequeny of the lasing pulsesat a redued energy deposition in the disharge, Phys. Wave Phenom. 23(1), 1�13(2015).
→∞⋄∞←

Appliation of Series with Reurrently CalulatedCoe�ients for Solving Initial-Boundary Value Problems forNonlinear Wave EquationsM.Yu. FilimonovUral Federal University and Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis,Yekaterinburg, RussiaFor one lass of nonlinear wave equations with a small parameter, an initial-boundary value problem with zero boundary onditions is onsidered. The solutionof suh a problem is onstruted in two ways using series with reurrently alulatedoe�ients. In one ase, the method of speial series is used, whih is based on thehoie of some funtions (basi funtions), by the powers of whih the solution of theoriginal problem is onstruted as a series with reurrently alulated oe�ients.The sequential alulation of the oe�ients of the series in this ase is based onthe speial properties of the basi funtions. Another way of representing solutionsto the problem is based on a ombination of Fourier and small parameter methods.It is known that the appliation of the Fourier method to the representation ofsolutions of nonlinear partial di�erential equations leads to an in�nite system ofordinary di�erential equations. For an approximate solution of suh a system, atrunation proedure is used. As a result, a nonlinear system of ordinary di�erentialequations remains, de�ned by the �rst N harmonis. In the proposed approah, thetrunated Fourier series de�ned by the �rst N harmonis as the zero member ofthe series is used, and the small parameter method to �nd the remaining membersof the series is used. The onstrution of the Lyapunov funtion for a nonlinear



21system, whih determines the �rst N oe�ients of trunated Fourier series, madeit possible to prove that these oe�ients are bounded funtions for any timeand any number N . It is shown that both proposed onstrutions of series withreurrently alulated oe�ients onverge to the solution of the initial-boundaryvalue problem on a �nite time interval.Aknowledgements. Russian Foundation supported the work for Basi Res-earh 19-07-00435.
→∞ ⋄∞←Hybrid Model of the Open Plasma TrapE. Genrikh, M. Boronina, G. DudnikovaInstitute of Computational Mathematis and Mathematial Geophysis,Novosibirsk, RussiaCurrently, a new onept of e�etive plasma on�nement in the open trapsdiamagneti regime is developing to solve the problem of ontrolled thermonulearfusion[1℄. In this regime the plasma pressure is lose to the magneti �eld pressure,the magneti �eld in the region oupied by the plasma is lose to zero, and ina thin layer at the plasma boundary the diamagneti �bubble� rapidly inreases.The ratio of the maximum plasma pressure to the magneti �eld pressure (β) inthe tokamak is β = 0.1, whereas in open traps stable plasma on�nement with

β = 0.6 is demonstrated [2℄. The usage of the diamagneti plasma on�nementpriniple in an open trap is of great interest, sine it makes possible the reationof a ompat thermonulear reator. To hek the priniples underlying the idea ofdiamagneti plasma on�nement, theoretial studies and mathematial modelingare needed. In this work the hybrid mathematial model of an axisymmetri plasmatrap based on the kineti desription for the ion omponent of the plasma andthe MHD approximation for the eletron omponent is presented. Based on thehybrid model, the two-dimensional algorithm for studying the injeted partilesdynamis in the trap �eld has been developed. The motion of the ion omponentis alulated by the partile-in-ell method (PIC), and �nite-di�erene shemes areused to alulate the magneti �eld and the eletron omponent of the plasma. Onthe basis of the developed algorithm, the program ode for studying the mehanismsof the self-onsistent magneti �eld struture forming has been reated.Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh (projet 18-31-00314).



22 Referenes[1℄ A.D. Beklemishev. Diamagneti �bubble� equilibria in linear traps, Physis ofPlasmas 23, 082506 (2016).[2℄ P.A. Bagryansky et al, Con�nement of hot ion plasma with β = 0.6 in the GDT,Fusion Siene and Tehnology 59(1), 31�35 (2011).
→∞⋄∞←

Numerial Study of the In�uene of the Two-BurnerHeating upon the Heat Transfer during Pyrolysis Proessused for End-of-Life Tires TreatmentI.R. GeorgievDept of Applied Mathematis and Statistis, Ruse University, 7017 Ruse, 8Studentska str., BulgariaI. Zheleva, M. FilipovaDept of Thermoengineering, Hydraulis, and Eology, Ruse University, 7017Ruse, 8 Studentska str., BulgariaEnd-of-Life tires (EOLT) are ones of the most dangerous waste in the world.They do not pratially deompose in nature. Beause of this their sound treatmentis needed for the environment protetion. One of the possible methods for suh atreatment is pyrolysis proess. It is well known [1,3,4℄ that globally around 23%of all EOLT are proessed through pyrolysis, whereas in the Republi of Bulgariaonly 5% are proessed by this method. Thus for Bulgaria it beomes lear thatthe pyrolysis method for EOLT treatment still has a good potential for usage,development and further researh. This method is very ompliated for modelingand studying, beause it is 3D and non-stationary. In our previous works [1,2,5℄ wereated an adequate mathematial model and numerial algorithm in MATLAB fornumerial solving the mathematial initial and boundary value problems for themodel equations whih desribe pyrolysis proess used for the treatment of the End-of-Life tires (EOLT). Some results for the temperature �eld for several harateristiperiods of operation of pyrolysis station are presented and ommented in the paper[1,2,5℄. In our next paper [5℄ we have examined the in�uene of the heating and theheater position upon the heat transfer during the pyrolysis proess used for EOLTtreatment.This paper deals with studying the in�uene of two-burner heating uponthe heat transfer during EOLT treatment by pyrolysis proess. The results fortemperature �elds, temperature isolines and gradients at some spei� moments of



23time and for two di�erent initial heating funtions are graphially presented andommented. Results from this modeling an be used in the real pyrolysis stations formore preise displaement of heathers and measurement devies and for designingof automated management of the proess.Keywords: End-of-Life tires, Pyrolysis, Heat transfer modeling, Two-burnerheatingReferenes[1℄ I. Zheleva, I. Georgiev, M. Filipova, D. Menseidov, �Mathematial modelling ofthe heat transfer during pyrolysis proess used for End-of-Life tires treatment,� inAMiTaNS'17, AIP CP1895, 030008,Melville, NY (2017), doi:10.1063/1.5007367.[2℄ I. Zheleva, I. Georgiev, M. Filipova, �Identi�ation of the in�uene of theheating upon the heat transfer during pyrolysis proess used for End-of-Life tirestreatment,� in NCTAM2017, MATEC Web Conferenes 145, 03016 (2018), https://doi.org/10.1051/mateonf/201814503016.[3℄ D. Menseidov, Problems in the pyrolysis of the disarded tires, HD-45-STUD,2015, Huneduara, Romania.[4℄ M. Filipova, Iv. Zheleva, T. Dimitrov, D. Menseidov, Analysis of transport wastein Bulgaria, Eologia 23(81), 82�88 (2016).[5℄ M. Filipova, I. R. Georgiev, I. Zheleva, �Numerial study of the in�uene of theheater position upon the heat transfer during pyrolysis proess used for end-of-lifetires treatment,� in AMiTaNS'18, AIP CP2025, 040008 (2018), doi:10.1063/1.5064892.
→∞ ⋄∞←

New Nonlinear Parametri Conversion Mehanism foroherent THz GenerationD. GeorgievaFaulty of Applied Mathematis and Computer Siene, Tehnial University ofSo�a, 8 Kl. Ohridski Blvd., 1000 So�a, Bulgaria and Institute of Eletronis,BAS 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 So�a, BulgariaL. KovahevInstitute of Eletronis, BAS 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 So�a, BulgariaIn the reent studies on oherent THz generation from femtoseond laser pulsesin ubi type media the proess is explained by optial reti�ation mehanismwhih requests strong seond harmonis (SH) with energies at least 10-20% of the



24main wave. However, suh strong SH are not observed in the experiments. Thepurpose of our investigations is to present new nonlinear parametri onversion
χ(3) mehanism, leading to oherent THz generation. We demonstrate signi�antinrease of THz signal and the possibility for its spetral management.

→∞⋄∞←

Kulish-Sklyanin Type Models: Integrability, Redutions andSoliton SolutionsV. S. GerdjikovInstitute of Mathematis and Informatis, BAS, 8 Aad. G. Bonhev str., 1113So�a, Bulgariaand Dept of Applied Mathematis, National Researh Nulear University MEPHI,Mosow, RussiaThis work is a ontinuation of our previous works [1,2℄. We will formulateRiemann-Hilbert Problems (RHP) with anonial normalization ompatible withthe Mikhailov redution groups. We show, on the example of Zh and Dh-redutiongroup that the hoie of the ontour, as well as the hoie of the x and t-dependeneof the sewing funtions Gk(x, t, λ) must be ompatible with the hoie of the simpleLie group G and the realization of the redution group [2℄.Using Zakharov-Shabat theorem we are able to onstrut a family of ordinarydi�erential operators for whih the solution of the RHP is a ommon fundamentalanalyti solution. Thus we are able to onstrut new types of integrable nonlinearevolution equations and onstrut their soliton solutions.Referenes[1℄ V. S. Gerdjikov, Kulish-Sklyanin type models: integrability and redutions,Theoretial and Mathematial Physis 192(2), 1097�1114 (2017), ArXiv:1702.04010[nlin.SI℄.[2℄ V. S. Gerdjikov, R. I. Ivanov, A. A. Stefanov, Riemann-Hilbert problem, integrab-ility and redutions, arXiv:1902.10276[nlin.SI℄,Journal of Geometri Mehanis(in press) (2019).
→∞⋄∞←



25Two-Step Time Series Analysis for Air Pollution in Relationto Weather Conditions: Case Study of Nessebar, BulgariaS. Goheva-Ilieva, D. Voynikova, A. Ivanov, M. StoimenovaPaisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, BulgariaAir pollution is a major problem in many urban areas in Bulgaria, harmfulto the human health. In this study, based on a large number of observations forpartiulate matter 10 mirometers or less in diameter (PM10) and onomitantmeteorologial onditions, the task of mathematial modeling of the time seriesand prediting the level of future onentrations is set. As a ase study, data aboutthe town of Nessebar, a typial seaside ity, were used. The olleted data are dailyaveraged for the period February 2015 � Marh 2018. Using the autoregressionmoving average (ARIMA) method, models of the onsidered time series are built.To obtain more realisti foreasts, the methodology is implemented in two steps.The �rst step is to build univariate ARIMA models for any of the meteorologialvariables and to predit their future values. In the seond step, the alulatedforeasted values are applied to onstrut ARIMA PM10 models and to estimatethe foreasts of this pollutant for a short time of 3 days ahead. The obtained modelsagree well to the known observed values. The proposed approah an be appliedto other type of pollutants. It does not depend on additional foreasts from othersoures and allows the development of a software appliation to predit future levelsof pollution depending on the meteorologial hazards.
→∞ ⋄∞←On the Derivative Nonlinear Shr�odinger Equation Relatedto Symmetri SpaesG. GrahovskiDept of Mathematial Sienes, University of Essex, Wivenhoe park, CO4 3SQColhester, United KingdomWe will present multi-omponent generalizations of derivative nonlinear Shr�o-dinger (DNLS) type of equations having quadrati bundle Lax pairs related to

Z2-graded Lie algebras and A.III symmetri spaes. The Jost solutions and theminimal set of sattering data for the ase of loal and nonloal redutions areonstruted. Furthermore, the fundamental analyti solutions are onstruted andthe spetral properties of the assoiated Lax operators are brie�y disussed. The



26Riemann-Hilbert problem for the multi-omponent generalizations of DNLS equationof Kaup-Newell and Gerdjikov-Ivanov types is derived. A modi�ation of the dressingmethod is presented allowing the expliit derivation of the soliton solutions for themulti-omponent GI equation with both loal and nonloal redutions. The in�niteset of integrals of motion for these models is brie�y desribed at the end.Based on [1℄ � a joint work with Vladimir Gerdjikov and Rossen Ivanov.Referenes[1℄ V.S. Gerdjikov, G.G. Grahovski, and R.I. Ivanov, On integrable wave interationsand Lax pairs on symmetri spaes, Wave Motion 71, 53�70 (2017), E-print:arXiv:1607.06940.
→∞⋄∞←Mappings of Speial Quasi-Einstein SpaesV. KiosakOdessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture, UkraineA. SavhenkoKherson State Agrarian University, UkraineO. GudyrevaKherson State Maritime Aademy, UkraineThe paper treats onformal and geodesi mappings of quasi-Einstein spaes ofa speial type. We found the ondition of losedness for these spaes in relation toother mappings. Quasi-Einstein spaes inlude Einstein spaes as a sub-lass, sopresented results strengthen the results obtained previously for Einstein spaes.
→∞⋄∞←



27An Integrated Software Pakage for Estimating Parametersof the Brown Bear (Ursusartos L.) PopulationT. Gurov, E. Atanassov, A. Karaivanova, M. Vasilev, R. SerbezovInstitute of Information and Communiation Tehnologies, BAS, Aad. G.Bonhev str., bl. 25A, 1113 So�a, BulgariaN. SpassovNational Museum of National History, BAS, 1 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd., 1000So�a, BulgariaOne of the best habitats of brown bears (Ursusartos) whih are a stritproteted speies in Europe is loated in Bulgaria. Monitoring populations ofproteted wildlife speies is neessary for e�etive management and onservationof their habitats. In this work, we present the program tool named ArtosPopfor automati estimation of the brown bear (Ursusartos L.) population size inBulgaria. The omputing programme integrates statistial algorithms, whih use asinput data the observed data for traes of brown bears during National monitorings.The main features of the software tool are presented and guidelines for improvementof the programme.Keywords: Statistial estimation, Data analysis, Brown bear populationAknowledgements. This work was supported by the Bulgarian Ministry ofEduation and Siene under the National Researh Programme �EnvironmentalProtetion and Redution of Risks of Adverse Events and Natural Disasters,�approved by the RCM#577/17.08.2018and signed Agreement DO-#230/06.12.2018.
→∞ ⋄∞←



28A Short-Term Interest Rate Merton's Model In�uened by aRisk Market FatorS.-M. Gurova, T. GurovInstitute of Information and Communiation Tehnologies, BAS, Aad. G.Bonhev str., bl. 25 A, 1113 So�a, BulgariaM. LazarovaTehnial University of So�a, Faulty of Applied Mathematis and Informatis,So�a, BulgariaIn the ontext of the interest rate derivatives, a short rate model is a mathemat-ial model that an predit the random movement of the interest rates. During thelast entury di�erent types of rate interest models are derived. Examples for thisare the works [1,2,3,4℄ and many others. In the present paper we introdue a short-term interest rate Merton's model for whih the movement of the interest rate isgiven by a stohasti di�erential equation. For this model we onsider the zerooupon bond's prie whih is determined by using the apparatus of the stohastidi�erential equations and the partial di�erential equations.We use the di�usionequation to alulate the bond's prie for this model in the ase of risk marketfator and without a risk market fator. For determing the zero oupon bond'sprie we give some numerial experiments and graphis. Some of the experimentsare obtained by using the Monte Carlo method.Aknowledgements. This work has been aomplished with the �nanialsupport of the MES by the Grant No. D01-221/03.12.2018 for NCHDC � part ofthe Bulgarian National Roadmap on RIs and by the �nanial funds alloated tothe St. Kl.Ohridski University of So�a, grand No 80-10-27/2019.The seond author (M.L.) is partially supported by a projet �Stohasti andsimulation models in the �eld of mediine, soial sienes and dynami systems�funded by the National Siene Fund of Ministry of Eduation and Siene ofBulgaria (Contrat No. DN 12/11/20 De. 2017).



29Referenes[1℄ R.C. Merton, Theory of rational option prie, Bell Journal of Eonomis andManagement Siene 4(1), 141�183 (1973), doi:10.2307/3003143.[2℄ O. Vasiek, An equilibrium haraterisation of the term struture, Journal ofFinanial Eonomis 5(2), 177�188 (1977), doi:10.1016/0304-405X(77)90016-2.[3℄ R. Rendleman, B. Bartter, The priing of options on debt seurities, Journal ofFinanial and Quantitative Analysis 15(1), 11�24 (1980) doi:10.2307/2979016.[4℄ J.C. Cox, J.E. Ingersoll, S.A. Ross, A theory of the term struture of interestrates, Eonometria 53(2), 385�407 (1985), doi:10.2307/1911242.
→∞ ⋄∞←

External Estimates and Comparison Priniple for TrajetoryTubes of Nonlinear Control SystemsM.I. Gusev and I.V. ZykovN.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, 16 S. Kovalevskayastr., 620108 Ekaterinburg, RussiaWe onsider nonlinear systems with unertainty in dynamis due to ontrolsor disturbanes. Unertainty generates a whole family of trajetories, alled atrajetory tube. By an external estimate of a trajetory tube of the system wemean a multi-valued mapping whih ontains all trajetories of this family as itsseletors. There are various approahes to the onstrution of external estimatesfor trajetory tubes. Some algorithms for the onstrution of estimates are basedon disrete (pixel) approximations and approximations by ellipsoids and polyhedra.One ommon approah is to use Lyapunov type funtions. It relies on the study oftheir behavior along trajetories and uses the omparison priniple for di�erentialinequalities. In this talk, we present some modi�ation of this approah assoiatedwith the use of a new form of omparison equations. Also, the Lyapunov typefuntions and the omparison priniple are applied to the estimation of the dynamisof systems with integral onstraints on unertain parameters (ontrols). The resultsare illustrated with several examples of numerial simulations.
→∞ ⋄∞←



30On Convexity of Small-time Reahable Sets of NonlinearControl SystemsM.I. Gusev and I.O. OsipovN.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, 16 S. Kovalevskayastr., 620108 Ekaterinburg, RussiaThe onvexity of reahable sets plays an important role in the development ofalgorithms for solving optimal ontrol problems and problems of feedbak ontrol.For nonlinear ontrol systems the reahable sets are generally not onvex and mayhave a rather ompliated struture. However, for systems with integral quadrationstraints on the ontrol B. Polyak have shown that the reahable sets are onvexif the linearization of the system is ontrollable and ontrol inputs are restritedfrom above in L2 norm by a su�iently small number. In the present talk weuse this result to prove su�ient onditions for the onvexity of reahable sets ofa nonlinear ontrol-a�ne system on small time intervals, assuming that ontrolresoures are limited by a given (not neessarily small) value. These onditions arebased on the asymptotis for the minimal eigenvalue of the ontrollability Gramianof system linearization as a funtion of the length of the time interval. We provethe asymptotis for a linear time-invariant system ontaining a small parameterthat implies the onvexity of small-time reahable sets for some lasses of two-dimensional nonlinear ontrol systems. The results of numerial simulations forillustrative examples are disussed.
→∞⋄∞←

Solution of the Problems of NonhomogeneousInompressible Fluid Dynamis by the CABARET MethodV. GushhinInstitute for Computer Aided Design of RAS, Mosow, RussiaV. KondakovNulear Safety Institute of RAS, Mosow, RussiaMethod for solving a nonhomogeneous visous inompressible �uid dynamisis proposed using CABARET sheme. We study the problem of spot dynamis ina �uid that is stably strati�ed by density. The omparison with the results of otherworks and with analyti solution is onsidered. The statement of the problem was



31obtained from the onsideration of a spot with mixed salt water plaed in a solutionwith the steady-state distributions of the salinity and density �elds. We will assumethat the spot is plaed in a retangular tank with su�iently remote liquid-tightwalls. The spot has the form of a ylinder. Density strati�ation is given by a linearfuntion of height, and buoyany fores are modeled as a deviation of density froma stable strati�ation. The problem is solved in a two-dimensional formulationwith di�erent regimes determined by Reynolds and Froude numbers. There areno restritions on the smallness of the density deviations therefore theoretiallythis tehnique an be applied for problems with a omplex dependene of densityon height. For example, in the problem of the ourrene of internal waves in astrati�ed atmospheri layer, where, as a result of solar radiation, the heated at thesurfae air forms asending urrents.
→∞ ⋄∞←Tiny Giants � Mathematis Looks at ZooplanktonP. HinowDept of Mathematial Sienes, University of Winskonsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee,WI, USAZooplankton is an immensely numerous and diverse group of organisms oupy-ing every orner of the oeans, seas and freshwater bodies on earth. They form aruial link between autotrophi phytoplankton and higher trophi levels suh asrustaeans, mollusks, �sh, and marine mammals. Changing environmental onditi-ons suh as rising water temperatures, salinities and dereasing pH values urrentlyreate monumental hallenges to their well-being.A signi�ant subgroup of zooplankton are rustaeans of sizes between 1 and10mm. Despite their small size they have extremely aute senses that allow themto navigate their surroundings, esape predators, �nd food and mate. In a seriesof joint works with Rudi Strikler (Department of Biologial Sienes, Universityof Wisonsin-Milwaukee) we have investigated various behaviors of rustaeanzooplankton. These inlude the visualization of the feeding urrent of the opepodLeptodiaptomus siilis, the introdution of the �eologial temperature� as a desrip-tor of the swimming behavior of water �eas Daphnia puliaria and the ommuniat-ion by sex pheromones in opepods. The work draws from optis, eology, neuroana-tomy, omputational �uid dynamis, and omputational neurosiene.
→∞ ⋄∞←



32 New Trend Criteria for Monitoring the Conditions ofTehnial ObjetsV. Ìyrhorod, I. Hvozdeva, Ye. DerenhOdessa Maritime Aademy National University, 8 Didrikhson str., 65029 Odessa,UkraineVarious trend riteria are widely used in tehnial diagnosti systems (theyare the part of tehnial ondition monitoring algorithms). The trend riteriaallow to establish the fat of emergene and development of the trend in datatime series reorded during the diagnosti objets operation. The presene of timeseries trend omponent an be the result that monitored parameter omes out fromaeptable limits and the result of an ourred fault. The proposed well-knowntrend riteria are salar, sine the time series ounts of one registration parameterare the argument of trend statistis. The salar nature of the trend riteria limits theapabilities of diagnosti systems, sine the tehnial ondition of modern objet isharaterized by multidimensional set of time-varying parameters. The algorithmsof trend ontrol, used in modern tehnial diagnosti systems, allow to reveal thefat only there is a trend at a given level of statistial signi�ane, but the natureof the trend remains unknown. To solve the problems of inreasing the reliabilityof diagnosti onlusions about the onditions of tehnial objets, an approahto assessing the mutual dynamis of multidimensional trends is proposed. Theapproah is based on the formation of multidimensional arrays from time seriesof registration data of an objet tehnial ondition � diagnosti parallelepipeds.Analysis of the diagnosti parallelepipeds is performed by deomposing them bysingular numbers. In order to identify mutual trends and trends of di�erenes, it isproposed to hoose two time series and their ounts with the same arguments shouldbe ombined into one omplex number. The onstruted time series is deomposedinto omponents using the prinipal omponent method. The proposed approahallows to perform the seletion of an objet ondition parameters on groups thathave trends of the same type or do not have ones. As a result, it beomes possibleto loalize faults and to inrease the reliability of diagnosti onlusions about theobjet tehnial ondition.
→∞⋄∞←



33Analysis of a Predator-Prey Model with SEIRS Epidemi inthe Prey PopulationS.-M. GurovaInstitute for Information and Computational Tehnologies, BAS, Aad. G.Bonhev str. 25 A, So�a, BulgariaIn this paper, the author studies a predator-prey model based on epidemidisease. The epidemi disease is desribed by SEIRS (Suseptible � Exposed-Infet-ious � Reovered � Suseptible) model with logisti growth funtion in the suseptibleprey population. The �fth dimensional eo-epidemiologial model onsist �ve lasses:suseptible prey S(t), exposed preyE(t), infeted prey I(t), reovered prey R(t) andpredator P (t). The funtion of response is supposed to be of Lotka-Volterra type.The dynamis of the system has been studied by proving onditions of existene andthe stability of the equilibrium points and the solution is bounded. Sine the modelis based on the SEIRS epidemiologial model, the basi reprodution number R0 isalulated. The infetion will die out in the long run when R0 < 1 otherwise there isan epidemi in the prey population. The presented numerial results are onsistentwith the theoretial ones and show the dynamial behaviors of the desribed model.Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the National Sienti�Programme �Information and Communiation Tehnologies for a Single DigitalMarket in Siene, Eduation and Seurity (ICTinSES),� approved by the RCM#577/17.08.2018 and �naned by the Bulgarian Ministry of Eduation and Siene.
→∞ ⋄∞←



34A Novel 3D Visualization Approah: a Proof-of-ConeptStudy on the Histidine Residues in MyoglobinYanzhen HouShool of Physis, Beijing Institute of Tehnology, Beijing, P.R. ChinaA. J. NiemiNORDITA, SE-106 91 Stokholm, SwedenXubiao PengDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Uppsala, SwedenN. IlievaInstitute of Information and Communiation Tehnologies, BAS, So�a, BulgariaGeometrially, proteins an be viewed as disrete pieewise linear urves thatallows for their desription in terms of extrinsi spatial variables, suh as theRamahandran angles. However, they are also haraterized by additional two �intrinsi and independent � geometri strutures determined by the peptide planesand the side hains. We present a proof-of-onept study towards the developmentof a novel 3D visualization method, the framing 3D visualization, based on theonstrution of a series of orthonormal oordinate frames along the protein sidehains and mapping the atoms positions onto a unit sphere. We analyze distaland proximal histidine residues in myoglobin. The results are in good agreementwith biologial data and provide a new perspetive for further understanding ofstruture and funtion of histidines in myoglobin. This suggests the method anreliably depit the spatial orientation of side-hain ovalent bonds in a proteinand may eventually be advaned into a full-sale visual tool for protein-strutureanalysis, omplementary to the urrently used visualization suits.
→∞⋄∞←



35Hamiltonian Approah to Nonlinear Water Waves � TheLong Wave ApproximationR. IvanovTehnologial University Dublin, IrelandWe derive model equations for water waves propagating over uneven bottomusing the Hamiltonian formulation of the water-wave problem. The assumptionsare for a homogeneous inompressible, invisid, �uid medium bounded by a freesurfae. The Hamiltonian of the system is expressed in terms of the so-alledDirihlet�Neumann operators. Spei� saling of the variables is seleted whihleads to approximations of Boussinesq and Korteweg�de Vries (KdV) types, takinginto aount the e�et of the slowly varying bottom. Underlying urrent ould betaken into aount as well. The arising KdV equation with variable oe�ients isstudied numerially.Joint work with A. Compelli, C. I. Martin and M. Todorov
→∞ ⋄∞←Probabilities for p-Outliers � General PropertiesP. JordanovaFaulty of Mathematis and Informatis, Konstantin Preslavsky University ofShumen, 115 Universitetska str., 9712 Shumen, BulgariaThe task for a general and useful lassi�ation of the heaviness of the tails ofprobability distributions still has no satisfatory solution. Due to lak of informationoutside the range of the data the tails of the distribution should be desribed viamany harateristis. Index of regular variation is a good harateristi, but it putstoo many distributions with very di�erent tail behavior in one and the same lass.One an onsider for example Stable(α) and Hillhorror(α) with one and the same�xed parameter α > 0. When analyzing the heaviness of the tail of the observeddistribution we need some harateristi whih does not depend on the momentsbeause in the most important ases of the heavy-tailed distributions theoretialmoments do not exist and the orresponding empirial moments �utuate too muh.In this paper, we show that probabilities for di�erent types of outliers an be veryappropriate harateristis of the heaviness of the tails of the observed distribution.They do not depend on inreasing linear transformations and do not need theexistene of the moments. The idea origins from Tukey's box plots, and allows usto obtain one and the same harateristi of the heaviness of the tail of the observeddistribution within the whole distributional type with respet to all inreasing linear



36transformations. These harateristis answer the question: At what extent we anobserve �unexpeted� values?
→∞⋄∞←

Logarithm of Ratios of Two Order Statistis and RegularlyVarying TailsP. JordanovaFaulty of Mathematis and Informatis, Konstantin Preslavsky University ofShumen, 115 Universitetska str., 9712 Shumen, BulgariaM. StehlikInstitute of Statistis, Universidad de Valparaiso, Valparaiso, Chileand Dept of Applied Statistis and Linz Institute of Tehnology, Johannes KeplerUniversity, 69 Altenbergerstrasse, 4040 Linz, AustriaHere we suppose that the observed random variable has umulative distributionfuntion F with regularly varying tail, i.e. 1− F ∈ RV−α, α > 0. Using the resultsabout exponential order statistis we investigate logarithms of ratios of two orderstatistis of a sample of independent observations on Pareto distributed randomvariable with parameter α. Short expliit formulae for its mean and variane areobtained. Then we transform this funtion in suh a way that to obtain unbiased,asymptotially e�ient, and asymptotially normal estimator for α. Finally wesimulate Pareto, Fr�ehet and Log-logisti samples and show that in any of thesethree ases this estimator gives good results. We onsider also Hill-horror asesbeause although this distribution has RV tail it turns out that our estimator isnot appropriate in that ase. The paper �nishes with a simulation study whihdepits the bene�ts of the onsidered estimator over Hill, t-Hill, Pikands andDekers-Einmahl-de Haan estimators.
→∞⋄∞←



37Models of Mehanial Systems Preserving the Weyl TensorRO. LesehkoOdessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture, UkraineO. Latysh, A. KamienievaOdessa Maritime Aademy National University, UkraineThe paper presents onditions su�ient for preservation of Weyl tensor in theourse of mapping. The obtained results are applied for the study on the modelof dynami system with some outer fores. The equations are found for the vetorof outer fores of dynami system in the ase when prototype and image have theorresponding Weyl tensors. These onditions are di�erential equations in ovariantderivatives from onnetion of speially onstruted spae of a�ne onnetivity.
→∞ ⋄∞←The Appliation of Speial Hermite Finite ElementsCoupled with Colloation to the 3D Poisson EquationL. Gileva, E. Karepova, V. ShaidurovInstitute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, RussiaWe propose an e�ient method for a reation-di�usion type equation. Toonstrut a disrete problem, we use speial biubi Hermite �nite elements inombination with the olloation tehnique. This enables one to redue the dimensionof the system of linear algebrai equations. We show that the matrix of the reduedsystem oinides with the matrix of a system of the �nite element method forelements with a smaller number of degrees of freedom. The only di�erene betweentwo systems is in the right-hand side. Now we an immediately alulate the entriesof the redued matrix without elementary row operations with the original matrix.This signi�antly simpli�es the numerial implementation. However, the order ofonvergene of an approximate solution is retained, namely, we have fourth-orderonvergene in the L2-norm. In numerial experiments the method is applied tothe three-dimensional Poisson equation. Numerial results on�rm the theoretialestimate.Aknowledgements. This researh is supported by Projet 17-01-00270-a ofRussian Foundation for Basi Researh.
→∞ ⋄∞←



38Real-Time Prediting the Thermal State of the EletroniUnit by Analyzing Trends in the Built-In Sensors ReadingsE. Karepova, Yu. Shan'ko, V. Derevyanko, D. NesterovInstitute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, RussiaWe propose a method for ondition monitoring of an eletroni unit (EU) toreal-time predition of thermal state when operation mode hanges. The method isbased on the analyzing trends in the readings of the built-in temperature sensors.Data for analysis obtained from a laboratory test benh. The EU heat simulatoris a retangular aluminum frame, on whih printed iruit board with high-powertransistors is installed to simulate the operation of real eletroni omponents. Heatfrom the transistors is removed from the EU through the �at bottom surfae ofthe frame. The test benh is used to investigate thermal operating modes of theEUs both in the atmosphere and in a vauum. The test benh is a vauum hamberwith a heat removing base that maintains the temperature, and with a temperaturesensing system at ontrol points of the EUs and environment. We assume, there areseveral operating modes of EU that orrespond to a ertain set of the dissipatingheat ative transistors. Thus, there is a �xed set of thermal operating modes, thedeviation from whih an be interpreted as a malfuntion. Earlier it was shownthat for the stationary mode a lassi�er an be onstruted to determine the EUoperation mode using temperature data. The present researh proposes a methodfor determining the EU operation mode and the �nal temperatures expeted to bereahed by analyzing trends in temperature data before reahing a steady state.The hange in temperature at a point on the EU surfae is approximately desribedby a linear ombination of a small number of exponential funtions. Moreover, theexponent in the exponentials is independent of the point and haraterizes the EU.On the ontrary, the oe�ients in the linear ombination depend on a point. Thus,the dynamis of the EU temperatures after hange operating mode is determined bythe exponents and by the oe�ients of the linear ombination. These parametersan be obtained with using several onseutive temperature measurements. Theonstant term in the expression predits the �nal value of temperature at a givenpoint after stationary state will be reahed. Then, using our lassi�er and the setof the predited temperatures in every ontrol point, we may predit this operatingmode or suspet a malfuntion before reahing thermal steady state.Aknowledgements. This researh is supported by Projet 18-47-242005 ofRussian Foundation for Basi Researh.
→∞⋄∞←



39Theoretial Model of Elasti Dis Lifting from a WaterSurfaeT.I. Khabakhpasheva, A.A. Korobkin, P. Vega-Martinez, J. Rodriguez-RodriguezUniversity of East Anglia, Shool of Mathematis, University drive, Norwih UKNR47LY Norwih, United KingdomA new model of the initial stage of lifting of a dis from a water surfae wasdeveloped. Experiments were performed in Fluid Mehanis Group, UniversidadCarlos III de Madrid to validate the linearized model of water exit by Korobkin[1℄. In these experiments, an aryli dis was pulled vertially from a water surfaeat a large aeleration. Two phenomena have been observed in the experiments,whih ould not be explained by the theory. First, the aeleration of the platedoes not monotonially inrease in time even if the external fore does. Seond,the wetted part of the plate does not start instantaneously to derease with theplate lifting. Instead, there is an initial interval of time during whih the wettedarea of the plate does not shrink. It was assumed that both these phenomenaare aused by the elasti behaviour of the plate, even though these vibrationswere not visible in experiments. Guided by this assumption a new model of waterexit of an elasti body was developed. This model is based on a linearized modelof water exit and it desribes unsteady axisymmetri �ow generated by a liftedelasti body oupled with its elasti deformations. The dis displaement waspresented as superposition of a rigid body motion and a series of normal elastimodes of a free-free irular dis supported at its enter. Some additional mass,whih orresponds to the experimental equipment, was inluded in the model. Itshould be emphasized that this theoretial model has no free parameters to adjust.The elasti parameters of the dis, mass of the equipment and the fore evolutionmeasured in the experiments are used to determine the plate de�etion, aelerationand hydrodynami pressure. The theoretial results obtained with only one modeagree very well with experimental data and explain both of those non-intuitivephenomena, mentioned before. The theoretial model was additionally validatedby the experiments with irular diss of di�erent rigidities [2℄.Referenes[1℄ A.A. Korobkin, A linearized model of water exit, Journal of Fluid Mehanis737, 368�386 (2013).[2℄ P. Vega-Martinez, J. Rodriguez-Rodriguez, T.I. Khabakhpasheva, A.A. Korobkin,Hydro-elasti e�ets during the fast lifting of a dis from a water surfae, aeptedin Journal of Fluid Mehanis, (2019).
→∞ ⋄∞←



40 Stability of the Pexiderized Trigonomertri FuntionalEquationKim Gwang HuiDept of Mathematis, Kangnam University, 16979 Yongin, Korea (Rep. of)We investigate the superstability of the Pexiderized trigonomertri funtionalequation.
→∞⋄∞←

On Task of Thik-Walled Aluminum Pipe under HighTemperature DeformationD. Kitaeva, G. KodzhaspirovPeter the Great St. Petersburg Polytehni University, 29 Politehniheskaya str.,195251 St. Petersburg, RussiaThe objetive of the presented researh is the mathematial formulation andanalytial solution of the task on thik-walled pipe loading by the external pressureand by the strething fore in the thermal range of dynami superplastiity. Usedthe de�nition of �dynami superplastiity� emphasizes the hierarhy of states, whihours in the material from the soure various-grained struture in a hangingtemperature and rate onditions. The utilization of the dynami superplastiitye�et is one of the most perspetive tehnologial tehniques of metal proessing.The purpose of suh proesses is reation of the resoure-saving metal formingproesses to produe metal billets and parts with predetermined grain strutureand mehanial properties. The mathematial formulation of the problem inludesdi�erential equations of equilibrium; kinemati relations, establishing onnetionbetween strain rates and displaements; the ondition of inompressibility in strainrates; the de�ning ratios in the form of the equations of the theory of elasto-plastiproesses of small urvature; the state equation in the form of the dependene ofstress intensity on strain rate intensity and whih is a onsequene of the dynamimodel assoiated to isothermal proess. The state equation is suitable for thedesription of regularities of high-temperature deformation in the wide strain rate-rate interval inluding the onditions of dynami superplastiity e�et realization.Joint onsideration of these equations leads to de�nition of one allowing funtionwhih �nding allows to establish stress �elds, strain rates and displaements rates.



41Comparison of the obtained theoretial and available experimental data was arriedout for the alloy AlMg5. The problem is the basis for the possible development oftheories of tehnologial proesses suh as ompression and distribution of pipes,drawing and autofreting in superplastiity.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Mathematial Modeling of Bone Frature RepairH. Kojouharov, I. Trejo, B. ChenDept of Mathematis, The University of Texas at Arlington, TX, USASeveral new mathematial models are presented that desribe the proess ofbone frature repair. The models inorporate the omplex interations betweenimmune ells and bone ells at the frature site. The resulting systems of nonlinearordinary di?erential equations are studied analytially and numerially. Mathemati-al onditions for a suessful bone frature repair are formulated. The models areused to numerially monitor the evolution of a broken bone for di�erent types offratures and to explore possible treatments that an aelerate the bone healingproess
→∞ ⋄∞←

Solitary Waves to Boussinesq Equation with LinearRestoring ForeN. KolkovskaInstitute of Mathematis and Informatis, BAS, So�a, BulgariaV. M. VassilevInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, So�a, BulgariaThe Boussinesq equation with linear restoring fore
Utt − Uttxx − Uxx + Uxxxx +mU = (αup)xx, (t, x) ∈ R

+ × R, m > 0, p ≥ 2



42models the transverse de�etions of an elasti rod on an elasti foundation. Inthis talk we investigate solitary waves to this equation. Depending on the veloityof the wave and the restoring fore oe�ient m we obtain expliit expressionsfor the asymptoti behavior of the solitary waves. To ompute the solitary waveswe apply the spetral method proposed by Petviashvili. We test the auray ofthe omputations on nested grids. We perform several simulations to analyze theimpat of the restoring fore oe�ient m and the parameters of nonlinearity onthe shape and the support of the solitary waves.Aknowledgements. This work is partially supported by the Bulgarian Nati-onal Siene Fund under Projet H 22/2 from 2018.
→∞⋄∞←

On the Stability of a Steady Convetive Flow Due toNonlinear Heat Soures in a Magneti FieldA. Kolyshkin and V. KoliskinaRiga Tehnial University, Dept of Engineering Mathematis, 2 Daugavgrivasstr., Riga, LatviaConsider a layer of a visous inompressible �uid bounded by two vertialplanes. There exists a steady �ow in the vertial layer aused by internal heatgeneration. The heat soures are distributed within the �uid in aordane withthe Arrhenius' law. A magneti �eld of onstant strength is applied in the diretionperpendiular to the planes. The �ow is haraterized by four dimensionless paramet-ers: the Grashof number, the Prandtl number, the Hartmann number and theFrank-Kamenetsky parameter. This problem is important in appliations suhas biomass thermal onversion. The objetive of the study is to determine thefators that enhane mixing and lead to more e�ient energy onversion. Theproblem is desribed by a system of magnetohydrodynami equations under theBoussinesq approximation. The nonlinear system of ordinary di�erential equationsdesribing the steady �ow is solved numerially. Linear stability of the steady�ow is investigated using the method of normal modes. The orresponding linearstability problem is solved numerially by means of a olloation method. Thesolution is found for di�erent values of the parameters haraterizing the problem.Two destabilizing fators are identi�ed from the numerial solution of the stabilityproblem: the inrease of both the Prandtl number and Frank-Kamenetsky parameterdestabilize the �ow. On the other hand, the inrease of the Hartmann numberstabilizes the �ow. It is also shown that marginal stability urves for high Prandtl



43numbers an have a usp or even losed loops where the steady �ow is unstablewith respet to two normal modes.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Numerial Methods for Mean Field Games withDisontinuous Control FuntionV.V. ShaydurovInstitute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodok,Krasnoyarsk, 660036 Russiaand Tianjin University of Finane and Eonomis, 25 Zhujiang Road, HexiDistrit, Tianjin, 300222 P. R. ChinaV.S. KornienkoInstitute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodokand Siberian Federal University, 76 Aademiian Kirenskii Street, Krasnoyarsk,660036 RussiaIn this study, the numerial methods are proposed for non ooperative Mean-Field Games with a ontinuum of players. These games frequently arise in theeonomi theories, prodution of exhaustible resoures, environmental poliy, andother population models. Firstly, Mean Field approah was proposed by P.-L.Lions and J. M. Lasry and was inspired by ideas in statistial physis in whihthe individual partiles-players are onsidered in terms of mean �eld. Mean Fieldstatements lead to forward-bakward struture of the equilibrium given by theoupled system of two paraboli partial di�erential equations: the Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov equation and the Hamilton Jaobi-Bellman one. This study fouseson the disrete approximation of these equations similar to the appliation of theMFG theory diretly at disrete level. A part of Mean Field Game problems isbased on statements in whih the ontrol funtions are not ontinuous (e.g. prieompetition models, ongestion models). Here we present the numerial algorithmfor solution of suh problems with the di�erene shemes whih are based on thesemi-Lagrangian approximations and improve properties of disrete problems.
→∞ ⋄∞←



44 Step-By-Step Nanostrutures Formation under UniformLaser FieldV.S. KornienkoSiberian Federal Universityand Dept of Computational Mathematis, Institute of Computational Modeling ofFederal Researh Center KSC SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaA.S. TsipotanSiberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaV.V. Slabko3Laboratory of Coherent Optis, Kirensky Institute of Physis Federal ResearhCenter KSC SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaIn reent deades, nanostrutures with unique properties, whih may di�erfrom properties of a bulk sample, and dependent on both omposition and shapehave been studying atively. Therefore, the problem of developing a universalmethod of nanostrutures formation is a subjet of interest of many sientists.One of the least expensive approah is based on the proesses of nanopartilesself-assembly. In this study, a dynami self-assembly model for a triple of partilesunder laser �eld using Brownian dynamis is proposed. The possibility of forming athree-partile struture with a predetermined geometry is studied in variant of step-by-step formation: the �rst one is formation from a preformed pair of partiles �xedin spae; another one � from a preformed pair of partiles not �xed in a spae. Thegeometry of resulting nanostrutures is shown to be determined by the polarizationdiretion of laser radiation and the laser wavelength. Under proper hoie of theseparameters the formation of strutures is shown to be highly e�ient. It was shownthat maximum probability of strutures formation an reah 36�46% per single laserpulse of 10ns duration. The obtained results allows to make signi�ant progress inthe study of the method of strutures self-assembly in the �eld of laser radiation,whih an be use as universal method to form strutures with spei�ed propertiesthat will �nd appliation as sensors, photodiode elements and solar ells.
→∞⋄∞←



45Impat onto Floating IeA.A. Korobkin, T.I. KhabakhpashevaShool of Mathematis, University of East Anglia, Norwih, United KingdomThe unsteady two-dimensional problems of a rigid body impat onto a �oatingelasti plate are studied. Both the plate and the water are at rest before impat.The thikness of the plate is onstant. The motion of a short plate is aused bythe impat fore transmitted to the plate through an elasti layer with visousdamping on the top of the plate. Elastiity of a short �oating plate an be negletedin the leading order, see [1℄. The hydrodynami fore ating on the short plate isalulated by using the seond-order model of plate impat in [2℄. The presentstudy is onerned with the deeleration experiened by a rigid body during itsollision with a �oating objet, see [3℄. The presene of the elasti layer between theimpating bodies may lead to multiple bouning of them, if the bodies are relativelylight, before their interation is settled and they ontinue to penetrate together intothe water. In the ase of long ie sheets, vertial impat on ie generates shear andompression waves in the ie plate, whih may result in frature of the plate. Thelinear theory of elastiity is used to �nd the maximum stresses in the ie and theirloations. This study is motivated by ship slamming in iy waters, and by the e�etof ie onditions on onventional free-fall lifeboats.Referenes[1℄ A. Korobkin, Unsteady hydroelastiity of �oating plates, Journal of Fluids andStrutures 14(7), 971�991.[2℄ A. Iafrati, A. Korobkin, Hydrodynami loads during early stage of �at plateimpat onto water surfae, Physis of Fluids 20(8), 082104 (2008).[3℄ T. Khabakhpasheva, Y. Chen, A. Korobkin, K. Maki, Impat onto an ie �oe,Journal of Advaned Researh in Oean Engineering 4(4), 146�162 (2018).
→∞ ⋄∞←



46Matries Diagonalization in Solution of Partial Di�erentialEquation of the First OrderYu. Bazylevyh, I. KostiushkoZaporizhzhya National University, 35 Ukrainian str., 21069095 Zaporizhzhya,UkraineA new approah to solving systems of linear partial di�erential equations ofthe �rst order has been o�ered. We use the methods of simultaneous redution ofseveral matries. Sometimes, this allows to get an analytial solution or signi�antlysimplify the problem. Systems of linear partial di�erential equations of the �rstorder are used in various appliation areas. Autonomous equations are desribedwith several onstant matrixes of oe�ients. In this paper, we onsider the asewhen there are over two matries. A ase of all matrixes being singular is onsideredpossible. Nondegenerate linear transformations of the system are the replaementof variables and the multipliation of the system on the left by a nonsingularmatrix.Thus, the transformation of initial matrixes omes down to simultaneousmultipliation of them by a matrix on the left and by another matrix on the right.When one of the matrixes is nonsingular, the system is multiplied on the left bythe matrix whih is inverse matrix to this matrix, and then we use the similaritytransform of the other matries. We �nd the transformation using the method ofthe ommutative matrix. It onsists in �nding in the set of all matries ommutingwith these matries suh a matrix T, whih has at least two di�erent eigenvalues.The vetors of the anonial basis of the matrix T are the olumns of the desiredsimilarity transformation matrix. Suh a similarity transformation leads all theoriginal matries to the same blok-diagonal form with two (at least) bloks onthe main diagonal. To �nd the set of all matries that ommute with originalmatries, you an delare all the elements of the matrix as unknowns and makeup the orresponding system of linear homogeneous algebrai equations. Thereare methods for �nding a general solution to suh a system of equations. If thedimension of the obtained general solution is greater than 1, then the splittingof the original system of equations is possible, otherwise, it is not. If the systeman be split into independent equations, then it is easy to �nd a general solutionof the initial system of equations. But even with a partial splitting, the task anbe onsiderably simpli�ed. If all matrixes are singular or are ill-onditioned, theninstead of a set of matrixes that are ommutable with the given matrixes, pairsof matrixes Ò1 and Ò2 should be found. Suh pairs are solutions to the systemof matrix equations T1Bi = BiT2, i = 1, 2, ..., g. Here, Bi are initial matrixes, gis a number of them. A left and right transformation matrix are matrixes whiholumns are vetors of anonial basis of matrixes Ò1 and Ò2 orrespondingly. Asa result, the initial system of equations is split to sub-systems with the help ofmatrix methods. This simpli�es further solution proess.
→∞⋄∞←



47On a Polyhedral Method of Solving an Evasion Problem forLinear Dynamial SystemsE.K. KostousovaKrasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, UB RAS, Ekaterinburg,RussiaWe deal with a linear on�it ontrol problem with two ontrols, where theaim of the �rst one is to steer the trajetory into a given target set at a giventerminal time, whereas the aim of the seond ontrol (disturbane) is opposite.Thus we have two subproblems, namely the approah problem and the evasionproblem. There are known approahes to solving both subproblems for di�erentialsystems based on onstrution of solvability tubes (in other terms, maximal stablebridges, Krasovskii's bridges, bakward reahable tubes) and there are knowntight interonnetions between the solvability tubes and the Pontryagin alternatedintegral, Hamilton-Jaobi-Bellman equations, and funnel equations. Sine pratialonstrution of the trajetory tubes is usually a very ompliated problem, variousnumerial methods have been developed. In partiular, onstrutive omputativeshemes for the approah problem using an ellipsoidal tehnique were proposed byA.B. Kurzhanski and then expanded to a polyhedral tehnique by the author. Theirmain advantage is that suh tehniques allow to �nd solutions by rather simplemeans. Here we propose a polyhedral method for solving the evasion problem usingpolyhedral (parallelelotope-valued) tubes. We assume that the terminal set is anondegenerate parallelepiped and both ontrols are subjeted to given parallelepiped-valued onstraints. Ordinary di�erential vetor and matrix equations, whih desribethe mentioned tubes, are presented. Control strategies, whih an be alulated byexpliit formulas on the base of these tubes, are proposed. Note that these tubesoinide with external polyhedral estimates for solvability tubes in the approahproblem. Also a similar polyhedral method for solving the evasion problem fordisrete-time systems is onsidered.Aknowledgements. The researh was partially supported by the RussianFoundation for Basi Researh (RFBR Projet No. 18-01-00544a).
→∞ ⋄∞←



48Longitudinal Radiation Fores and Trapping of Partiles inFemtoseond PulsesL. KovahevInstitute of Eletronis, BAS, 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 So�a, BulgariaAs it was demonstrated in [1℄, it is possible to trap partiles by lasers, workingin CW regime. The analytial expression of the radiation fore is obtained in dipoleapproximation of the ponder-motor fore and is proportional to the transversegradient of square of the eletrial �eld. The question what kinds of radiation foresexist for laser pulses is still open. In this work we will present analytial expressionfor longitudinal radiation fore of a laser pulse propagating in dieletri mediaobtained in amplitude approximation. This fore is proportional to the seondderivative of pulse time envelope. In the femtoseond region this leads to trappingof partiles in the pulse.Referenes[1℄ A. Ashkin, Aeleration and Trapping of Partiles by Radiation Pressure, Phys.Rev. Lett. 24, 156 (1970).
→∞⋄∞←

Eonometri Modeling and Analysis of Brewing IndustryDataH. Kulina, S. Goheva-Ilieva, A. IvanovPaisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, BulgariaThe study of dependenies in multi-dimensional data from the brewing industryis of great importane for inreasing the prodution and realization of the �naloutput for eah brand. Numerous fators in�uene market proesses and, in parti-ular, the e�etiveness of advertising ativities. This work explores the interationbetween the main fators � digital and non-digital advertising, atmospheri temper-ature, prie of manufatured produts, distribution and others on the sales valuegrowth. Monthly observations over four years have been used for a big brewerybrand in Bulgaria. Via the multivariate statistial methods, eonometri modelshave been onstruted and applied that allow a desription of the data studied andprognosis of the dependent variable for various advertising strategies.Study of Internal wave in strati�ed �uid is important, for example, assoiatedwith transport and mixing proess in the oean. In partiular stable solitary wave



49with large amplitude and long wavelength is studied intensively in order to larifythe dynamis of its generation and propagation. In theoretial studies, some weaklynonlinear equations whih an be systematially derived from fundamental equationshave been proposed. These equations, inluding Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation,have the solitary wave solution whih interat without deformation. But mostpioneer studies were limited to one-dimensional modeling. Conerning the two-dimensional interation in whih line solitons interat with di�erent angle of propag-ation diretion, di�erent kind of interation an be seen. Depending on the interat-ion angle the new soliton is generated and steady propagates (soliton resonane).This phenomena was �rstly disussed by Miles in 1970 for surfae water wave andhas studied by many researhers. Reently mathematial studies about integrableKadomtesev-Petviashvili equation, whih is two-dimensional extension of KdV equa-tion, advaned its understanding. In this talk this resonant phenomena is numeriallystudied by two-dimensional model equations whih has one-dimensional line solitonsolution. It is lari�ed that the �nonlinear resonant� phenomena an be seen notonly the integrable systems but also the non-integrable model equation.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Optimization of Fire Station Loations through GenetiAlgorithmsLili YangSouthern University of Siene and Tehnology, Shenzhen, P.R. ChinaDetermination of where to loate �re stations and how many �re stationsto have in a given area is perhaps the most important deision faed by any �reauthority in the UK. Fire station faility loation problems have multiple objetivesand are omplex and NP-hard. Multiple objetives often on�it with eah otherand require multi-objetive approahes rather than a single objetive approah.Our researh aims to determine the optimal loation of �re station failities.Various �re risk ategories of the given area are onsidered in the loation optimizat-ion in order to establish a �re station loation model whih is understandableand pratial to �re servie authorities. It has been proposed that fuzzy multi-objetive programming is ombined with geneti algorithms so as to the originalfuzzy multiple objetives an be appropriately onverted to an uni�ed `min-max'goal, whih makes it easy to apply a geneti algorithm for the problem solving.The oordinates of N possible �re station loations represent a hromosome in thegeneti algorithm and the onstraints about the optimal number of �re stations areautomatially satis�ed in the geneti algorithm.



50 Our proposed approah has three distinguish features: (a) distinguishing theareas with di�erent risk ategories in the optimal loation problem is more reasonableand understandable; (b) introduing the fuzzy nature of the reommendations ofthe Home O�e in the UK on the speed of �re engine attak to aidents inthe optimal loation model has greatly improved the preision of the optimalmodel and possesses a potential to redue the amount of failities; () hoosinga suitable hromosome format and embedding onstraints into the �tness funtionof a geneti algorithm has dramatially redued the omplexity of the optimal �restation loation problem.The ase study was based on the data olleted from the Derbyshire �reand resue servie and used to illustrate the appliation of the method for theoptimization of �re station loations. Our ase study illustrates that the modelestablished and the method proposed to deal with the onstraints are appliable in�re and resue servies.
→∞⋄∞←

Computational Study of Novel Natural Bioative Peptidesin SolutionE. Lilkova, N. IlievaInstitute of Information and Communiation Tehnologies, BAS, Aad. G.Bonhev, bl. 25A, 1113 So�a, BulgariaP. Petkov, T. Lazarova, L. LitovFaulty of Physis, St. Kliment Ohridski University of So�a, BulgariaAntimirobial peptides (AMPs) are essential omponents of innate immunityin most multiellular organisms. Even though bateria have been exposed to AMPsfor millions of years during their o-evolution, they have yet to develop wide-spread resistane to AMPs. This makes them promising alternatives to onventionalantibiotis.Here we present our study on two peptides, isolated from the muus of Cornuaspersum snails. These peptides are sereted in the form of multipeptide mixtures,that are e�etive against viruses, bateria, fungi and aner ells. We show, thatthe peptides tend to aggregate and form lusters both in monoomponent andin mixed solutions. In the luster individual monomers begin to form seondarystruture elements between di�erent peptides. The number of hydrogen bondsinreases with the number of monomers, partiipating in the luster, thus stabilizingthe seondary struture elements. These results suggest that the peptides �rst



51form mixed lusters whih are apable of binding eletrostatially to the baterialmembrane and transporting in it hydrophobi neutral peptides.Aknowledgements. This work was supported in part by the BulgarianMinistry of Eduation and Siene (Grant D01-217/30.11.2018) under the NationalResearh Programme �Innovative Low-Toxi Bioative Systems for Preision Medi-ine (BioAtiveMed)� approved by DCM # 658/14.09.2018 and by the BulgarianSiene Fund (Grant KP-06-OPR 03-10/2018). Computational resoures were prov-ided by the HPC Cluster at the Faulty of Physis, St. Kl. Ohridski University ofSo�a.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Performane Analysis of Hybrid Parallel Solver for 3DStokes Equation on Intel Xeon Computer SystemI. LirkovInstitute for Information and Computational Tehnologies, BAS, Aad. G.Bonhev, bl. 25A, 1113 So�a, BulgariaIn our previous work we have got studied the performane of a parallel program,based on a diretion splitting approah, to solve time dependent Stokes equation.We used a retangular uniform mesh, ombined with a entral di�erene shemefor the seond derivatives. Hene, the program needed a solver of tridiagonal linearsystems. We were targeting massively parallel omputers, as well as lusters ofmulti-ore nodes. We developed an implementation of the proposed algorithmusing hybrid parallelization based on the MPI and OpenMP standards. It wasmotivated by the need to maximize the parallel e�ieny of our implementation.Essential enhanements of the parallel ode were ahieved by introduing two levelsof parallelism: (i) between-node level supported by the MPI and (ii) inside-nodeparallelism supported by the OpenMP.This paper presents an experimental performane study of the developedparallel implementation on a superomputer using Intel Xeon proessors as well asIntel Xeon Phi oproessors. The experimental results show an essential improvementwhen running experiments for a variety of problem sizes and number of ores/threads.
→∞ ⋄∞←



52Temerature Field Distribution in Spoke-Type PermanentMagnet Synhronous MahinesV.P. Lyashenko, E.B. Kobilskaya, O.P. Demyanhenko, T.A. Nabok, A.V. ZaikaKremenhuk Mykhailo Ostrohradskyi National University, 3960 Kremenhuk,UkraineThis paper presents a mathematial model of temperature �eld distributionin spoke-type permanent magnet synhronous mahines. Reently, these mahinesare atively used for hybrid eletri vehile tration drive appliation due to theirunique merits.Compared to other studies of thermal proesses in a synhronous mahine, theoriginality of this study is to build an integrated thermal model that takes intoaount the nature of thermal ontat at the interfae of the omponent parts ofthe mahine. The mathematial model of the thermal proess, whih is built inthe work, takes into aount both the radial and axial e�et of heat transfer in aneletri mahine. This model is presented in the form of a boundary value problemwith impedane type onjugation onditions in a omplex area. The modeling ofthe thermal proesses of the windings and the air gap is very important for theanalysis of the thermal �eld in an eletrial mahine. Therefore, it is important toidentify these parts in an eletri mahine to study its temperature �eld. The entirearea of the synhronous mahines is divided into �ve types of simple subdomains,i.e. shaft, inner fan-shaped magnet, outer fan-shaped magnet, slot opening andslot. Moreover, on the border of the inner fan-shaped magnet and the outer fan-shaped magnet, the slot opening and the slot, we have an perfet thermal ontat.Perfet thermal ontat supposes that on the borders of the subdomains there holdsan equality of the temperatures and heat �uxes. The boundary onditions of thefourth kind give essentially the rule of onjugation of the temperature �elds of thesubdomains of the body, whih is investigated and the external body, in whih heatis transferred by heat ondution. The problem of determining the temperature �eldin a multilayer ylindrial area with di�erent thermal harateristis of the layersis solved by the �nite element method.
→∞⋄∞←



53Axial Convetion of Two Immisible Fluids in a VertialTubeV. K. Andreev and E. P. MagdenkoInstitute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaThe problem onsidered here is the two immisible �uids motion with a ylind-rial interfae. The �rst time this problem was formulated by V. V. Puhnahevin 2012. Let the interfae equation have the form r = R1R2 where R2 is the tuberadius. The solution of the original Oberbek-Boussinesq equations is sought in theform uj = (0, 0, wj(r, t)), qj = −Aj(r, t)z + Tj(r, t), pj = −Bj(r, t)z + qj(r, t). Here
j = 1, 2 is subsript that indiated �uid number. So the axial veloities in systemarises under the ombined ation of the thermoapillary fore and axial gradientsof temperature and pressure. After substituting the form of the solution to theonvetion equations we obtain onjugate linear initial boundary value problem forfuntions Aj(r, t), wj(r, t), Cj(t). Here Cj(t) is additional pressure gradients alongthe axis z, whih are interonneted by the ondition of normal stresses equalityat the interfae. For omplete ertainty of the problem neessary, the �ow rate ofthe �rst �uid or the total �ow rate of the two �uids takes into aount. Thus, thearising problem for these funtions is the inverse.The following results were obtained: 1. The stationary solutions for two typesof volume �ow spei�ation are found; 2. In Laplae images, the solutions to non-stationary problems are obtained in quadrature's, whih ontains Bessel funtions;3. It is shown that if the temperature on the solid tube wall evenly tends to astationary value with inreasing time, then the solutions of the non-stationaryproblem with inreasing time tend to a stationary mode. The onvergene veloitiesare determined; 4. On base of the Laplae transform the numerial inversion thealulations results of the veloity and temperatures evolution are given. It hasbeen established that due to the hange in the temperature gradient on the tubewall, it is possible to ontrol onvetive movement in the layer and ylinder.

→∞ ⋄∞←



54 Finite Element and Finite Di�erene Algorithms forCalulations of Eletron Energy Spetra in the System ofIsolated Donor-Quantum DotE.A. Levhuk, L.F. MakarenkoDept of Applied Mathematis and Computer Siene, Belarusian State University,4 Independene Ave., 220030 Minsk, BelarusThe strutures based on system of isolated donors and quantum dots areproposed as elements of various nanosized devies: quantum omputers, quantumsensing devies, et. In order to model the whole devie, one needs to develope�etive numerial methods for alulation states in elementary struture of donor-quantum dot. In this work, numerial modeling of eletroni states in the strutureisolated donor-eletrially on�ned quantum dot is arried out. The system isdesribed with the problem for stationary Shr�odinger and Laplae (Poisson) equat-ions. Energy spetra of donor eletron and quantum dot are alulated using the�nite di�erene and �nite element methods. When developing numerial methods,the singularity at the donor loation should be taken into aount using uspondition. Boundary onditions to alulate on�ning eletri �elds on unboundeddomains are proposed. Critial harateristis of eletron shuttling between thedonor and the quantum dot are alulated using proposed methods. The results ofthe work an be used in designing new nanoeletroni devies.
→∞⋄∞←

Drag Based Vertial Axis Wind Turbine NumerialE�ieny EvaluationI. Malael, I.O.BuurNational Researh and Development Institute for Gas Turbines COMOTI, CFDDepartment, RomaniaD. PredaSC Rolix Impex Series SRL, RomaniaClimate hanges have led to a new approah of the energy situation of Europe,Asia and the Amerias that fae the e�ets of pollution. Thus, wind energy, onside-red lean energy - zero emissions of arbon and greenhouse gases, has beome aviable option for inreasing the life sustainability on Earth. The terrestrial surfae



55irregular warmed by the sun, assoiated with the Earth's rotation motion leads tothe appearane of large air mass movements, and beause of that, the wind energy isalso an indiret form of solar energy. Wind turbines onvert the air urrents kinetienergy into either eletrial or mehanial energy. By using the CFD methods, it ispossible to make quanti�able views of the �ows assoiated with physial phenomenafor whih experimental tests would be very expensive if not impossible. In thispaper a vertial axis wind turbine, Lenz type, axis was numerially analyzed. Todetermine the wind turbine e�ieny, CFD methods were used with the AnsysFluent software, analyzing two ases where the urrent veloity of 12m/s and 14m/swas varied. The unstrutured meshes with quad elements were performed in Ansysmeshing, taking into aount the onstraints imposed by using the k-omega SSTturbulene model. Thus, the value of Yplus on the wall was 1 and the growthrate of two neighboring ells was 1.1. In terms of numerial results obtained fromunsteady analyzes, using the URANS method, emphasis was plaed on observingthe vortexes evolutions from a blade and their in�uene on the others with impaton the wind turbine e�ieny. Thus, the variations of the torque oe�ients andvariations of the vortiity magnitude for di�erent blade positions are presented. Forfuture work, the numerial results will be validated using an experimental modelwhih will be tested in the aerodynami wind tunnel.
→∞ ⋄∞←Foreign Exhange Rate Foreasting With Arti�ial NeuralNetworksM. MarkovaA. Kanhev University of Ruse, BulgariaForeasting exhange rates is an important �nanial problem that is reeivinginreasing attention espeially beause of its di�ulty and pratial appliations.Arti�ial neural networks (ANNs) have been widely used as a promising alternativeapproah for a foreasting task beause of several distinguished features. Neuralnetworks were originally developed in ognitive siene and later were used inengineering for pattern reognition and lassi�ation. Neural networks are usedbeause they an model nonlinear behavior in �nanial markets, in ontrast totraditional linear models whih are more restritive. Neural networks an approxim-ate any nonlinear funtion and are apable of dealing with �noisy� data. This studyinvestigates the use of Nonlinear Autoregressive with Exogenous Input (NARX)neural network, in foreasting the exhange rate of the Euro against the US dollar.
→∞ ⋄∞←



56Multifratal Analysis of Plasma Irradiated Tungsten AlloySamplesM. Martsepp, K. Laas, T.LaasShool of Natural Sienes and Health, Tallinn University, Narva mnt 25, 10120Tallinn, EstoniaIf the world's energy demand grows at the same rate as in previous deades,sooner or later we fae an energy risis. One solution is fusion energy. The mainproblem with fusion energy is the hoie of proper plasma faing material for thefusion hamber and the most e�etive evaluation of the durability of this material.The interior wall materials must withstand onstant heat and partile �ows thata�et and damage the material. At present, tungsten is used as the internal wallmaterial in plasma fusion plants. To haraterize the behavior of plasma faingmaterials under intense plasma �ows, the materials are urrently analyzed usingSEM (sanning eletron mirosope) images of the surfaes and ross-setions,estimating the role of di�erent kinds of defets (e.g., droplets, raks, blisters,et). However, there is still no reliable method to ompare the abundane andthe role of di�erent defets on the surfae of the irradiated materials. In thisresearh, we propose the multifratal formalism for haraterizing the distributionand properties of the defets. In this study, we investigate the surfae multifratalityof two tungsten alloys (95% W, 1.66% Fe, 3.33% Ni and 97% W, 1% Fe, 2% Ni)and pure (double forged) tungsten speimens, using the box ount method. Thetest speimens are irradiated with one and two series of deuterium plasma pulses,prior to the analysis in a irradiation mode similar to fusion devies. Then the SEMimages are taken to perform further analysis. The box ounting method allowsde�ning material defets from SEM pitures and prediting material behaviorduring irradiation and multifratal spetra enable us to distinguish the samplesirradiated with di�erent heat and partile loads.
→∞⋄∞←



57On Solutions Forward and Inverse Problem PotentialGeophysial FieldsP.S. MartyshkoUral Federal University and Institute of Geophysis of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg,RussiaI. V. Ladovskiy, D. D. ByzovInstitute of Geophysis of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg, RussiaA. G. TsidaevUral Federal University and Institute of Geophysis of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg,RussiaThe potential geophysial �elds � gravitational, magneti, stationary thermal� satisfy to the equation of Laplae. Therefore the theory and methods of interpret-ation developed for one of this �eld have the universal harater. This paperpresents the new methods to solve diret and inverse problems of potential geophys-ial �elds. We reate the fast methods for solving forward problems and originalmethods for inversion. The inverse problems are typial ill-posed problems: itssolution in the general ase is not unique and unstably depends on the initial data.Hene it is neessary to seek solutions on sets of orretness, hoosing reasonablemodels of an initial approximation. On the basis of the loal orretions idea, wedeveloped an iteration algorithm with adjusting regularization for stable solutionof the inverse gravity problem and suggested an original method of layered densityorretion in a nonuniform parallelepiped. The method was realized in the omputersystem of data interpretation applied to real problems of seismi density modeling.All stages of interpretation and proessing of the data were integrated into oneprogramming produt.
→∞ ⋄∞←



58On One Appliability Criteria for Methods of ApproximateControl System Reahable Set ConstrutionA. Matviyhuk, A. ZimovetsKrasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis of UrB RAS, 620990Ekaterinburg, RussiaIn ontrol theory, one of the important problems is the problem of reahablesets onstrution sine these sets are used as supporting strutures for solving anumber of ontrol problems. Within the framework of the presented researh wewill onsider a ertain lass of ontrol systems whose dynami is desribed by asystem of di�erential equations. These ontrol systems, in the general ase, an bedesribed by rather omplex di�erential equations. Therefore, there is no universalmethod for exat reahable set onstrution. In this onnetion, many methods forapproximate onstrution of reahable sets have been developed. As a rule, suhmethods are based on the transition to disrete representation of time and spae.Among these methods we should mention the grid method based on the attrationof points to the nodes of a stationary regular grid and the grid method based onthe exat oordinates and �ltering. The auray of these methods depends onthe values of the time step and grid ell size. The smaller the values, the moreaurately the reahable set will be onstruted. It is important to note thatthe problem of approximate onstrution of reahable set is a resoure-intensiveand in order to obtain an aeptable auray it is highly neessary to use apowerful superomputer based parallel omputing tehnologies. Implementationof these methods in the form of programs and further numerial experiments withthe same parameters revealed for a number of systems a signi�ant di�erene inreahable sets alulated by di�erent methods. In general, we do not have an exatreahable set and therefore we annot determine whih of the methods give areasonably aurate result. Moreover, some methods may produe sets that aretoo inaurate for a given time step and ell size. Suh sets annot be used forfurther alulations. That gives rise to the problem of developing an appliabilityriteria for the methods of approximate reahable set onstrution (for given valuesof time step and grid ell size). This riteria should allow to assess indiretly thequality of the reahable sets alulated by suh methods. Within the frameworkof the study the authors proposed suh riteria. It is based on the proedure foronstruting ontrols that lead the system to the points of approximately alulatedreahable sets with subsequent evaluation of pointing errors. This riteria examinesthe exeution of the main property of the reahable set, namely, the possibility ofleading the system to the points of suh set.Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundationof Basi Researh (grant # 18-01-00221).
→∞⋄∞←



59An Algorithm for Estimating Reahable Set of ControlSystem under UnertaintiesO. Matviyhuk, A. MatviyhukKrasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis of UrB RAS, 620990Ekaterinburg, RussiaIn this study, we onsider the problem of external ellipsoidal estimation ofreahable set and tube of the trajetories of the ontrol system with unertaintiesin the system matrix and in the initial states. It is assumed that the unknown initialstates of the system belong to a given symmetri star-shaped set of a speial type.The matrix of linear terms in the phase veloities of the system is unknown. Theoe�ients of the system matrix belong to the known ompat in the orrespondingspae, that is, the dynami of the system is ompliated by the presene of bilinearomponents in the right-hand sides of the di�erential equations of the system. Inthis study, a new lass of unertainties in the parameters of the system matrixis onsidered. Under suh onstraints, the dynamial system is nonlinear, and thereahable set loses the property of onvexity. We deal with star-shaped reahablesets and use for its desription the Minkowski gauge funtions. Suh systems anbe found in many applied �elds, suh as engineering problems in physis andeonomis, biologial and eologial modeling for the ases when stohasti natureof errors is in doubt. The main results of this study develop a tehnique of set-valuedestimation and onsist in �nding algorithm that allows one to onstrut externalellipsoidal estimates of the reahable sets for onsidered system. Algorithm forestimating reahable set of bilinear ontrol system is illustrated by model examples.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Appliations of the Group Analysis Method to the One andTwo-Dimensional Gas Dynamis Equations in LagrangianCoordinatesS.V. MeleshkoShool of Mathematis, Institute of Siene, Suranaree University of Tehnology,Nakhon Rathasima, 30000, ThailandThe presentation is devoted to a omprehensive analysis of the one- and two-dimensional gas dynamis equations of a polytropi gas in Lagrangian oordinates.The equations desribing the �ows of a polytropi gas are redued to Euler-Lagrange



60equations. Symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange equations are analyzed. Noether'stheorem is applied for onstruting onservation laws.The results were obtained in ollaboration with V.A. Dorodnitsyn, R. Kozlovand E.I. Kaptsov.Aknowledgements.This researh was supported by Russian Siene Found-ation Grant No 18-11-00238 �Hydrodynamis-type equations: symmetries, onserv-ation laws, invariant di�erene shemes�.
→∞⋄∞←Automated Management System for the Temperature in aPyrolysis Station Used for End-of-Life Tires TreatmentDz. MenseidovInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonthev str., bl. 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaPyrolysis is a proess that runs in an oxygen-free environment and at the sametime a thermohemial deomposition ours. This proess an be used for soundtreatment of End-of-Life tires (EOLT) � one of the most dangerous wastes in theworld. Temperature of pyrolysis proess is a determining parameter for both the�ow rate of the proess and the resulting produts. This requires the onstrutionof an automated heating proess management system that failitates operation,inreases safety and redues the need for a permanent operator presene on thesite. An automated management system for a pyrolysis station with three amerasused for EOLT treatment is presented in this paper.Keywords: Automati ontrol systems, Pyrolysis, End-of-Life tires
→∞⋄∞←



61Thermal and Eletrial Charaterization of Nanoompositeswith Carbon PartilesDz. MenseidovInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonthev str., bl. 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaPolymers are widely used in industry and in our daily life beause of theirdiverse funtionality, light weight, low ost and exellent hemial stability. However,they have not yet reahed their full potential, improving eletrial and thermalondutivity of polymers would lead to their widespread use in eletronis.This artile disusses the eletrial and thermal properties of PLA matrixomposites and GNP and MWCNT �llers.Composites with single and bi�ller tothe perolation threshold will be examined. Finally, we outline the main advanes,hallenges and outlooks for highly thermal and eletrial ondutive polymer nano-omposites.Keywords: Thermal ondutivity, Eletrial ondutivity, Nanoomposites,PolymersAknowledgements. This work is supported by H2020-MSCA-RISE-734164-3D projet
→∞ ⋄∞←

A Diret Simulation Monte Carlo Approah on RiemannProblems in Gas DynamisS. Meskos, S. StefanovInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonthev str., bl. 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaThe Riemann type of problems have been extensively studied and solved inthe ontinuum regime using standard CFD methods. In this work, the DiretSimulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is employed to solve one- and two-dimensional Riemann problems at near-ontinuum �ow regimes as well as at higherKnudsen number �ows where the ontinuum assumption is no longer valid.
→∞ ⋄∞←



62 Prie Foreasting and Risk Portfolio OptimizationV. Centeno, I.R. Georgiev, V. Mihova, V. PavlovA. Kanhev University of Ruse, BulgariaStoks are part of every ompany's apital. Trading with them ould be aomp-lished through stok markets. There, if a businessman wants to inrease his ompany'sapital, he an o�er its newly published shares to the investors, so they an tradewith them. Nowadays, the stoks trading is very popular. That is why the problemof foreasting asset pries is of a great sienti� interest. In this work are representedARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) models for foreasting thestok pries. For every model the expeted return of the shares is alulated andthe variane of the rate of returns is analysed based on histori data. Quarterly dataon stok pries of the four biggest banks in the United States, that are lassi�edby total assets, are examined for the period 01 April 2014 - 01 April 2019. Thesebanks are as follow: J. P. Morgan Chase & Co., Bank of Ameria Corp., CitigroupIn. and Wells Fargo & Company. An optimization problem is formulated, that isbased on Harry Markowitz's model. The solution of this problem leads to �ndingthe optimal risk portfolio for one period ahead and gives an estimate value of theexpeted return rate. Depending on the oe�ient of risk aversion, a omparativeanalysis of the struture of a omplete portfolio of risk and risk-free assets is made.Similar approah ould be used for future developments on this subjet as well as inthe pratie of �nanial managers of funds and investors. A Matlab programmingode is developed, that gives the results for an optimal risk portfolio with n assets,where the input data is: expeted rate of returns, their standard deviation, and theorresponding to them orrelation matrix.Keywords: Investment strategies, Risk portfolio optimization, Prie foreas-ting, ARIMA, Matlab
→∞⋄∞←



63Mahine Learning Based EEG Classi�ation by Diagnosis:Approah to EEG Morphologial Feature ExtrationA. V. M. Misiunas, T. MeskauskasInstitute of Computer Siene, Faulty of Mathematis and Informatis, VilniusUniversity, Didlaukio 47, LT-08303 Vilnius, LithuaniaR. SamaitieneChildren's Hospital, A�iate of Vilnius University Hospital Santaros Klinikos,Santariskiu 7and Clini of Children's Diseases, Faulty of Mediine, Vilnius University,Santariskiu 4, LT-08406 Vilnius, LithuaniaA hypothesis that spike morphologial features ontain information that anbe used for epilepsy type detetion by mahine learning methods is disussed.Investigation of approah to EEG (eletroenephalogram) spike morphologial fea-ture de�nition in relation to mahine learning based EEG lassi�ation by diagnosisis presented in this study. Two approahes of de�ning EEG spike morphologialfeatures are investigated: A) numerially evaluating EEG spike geometri features,e.g., upslope, downslope; B) using 300ms of spike (without additional featuresextrated) for lassi�ation. Lists of spikes are used for the lassi�ation. Beforestart of the algorithm some basi preproessing steps are taken: eletri utilityfrequeny (50Hz) is removed. The EEG lassi�ation by diagnosis algorithm onsistsof these main steps: 1) EEG spike detetion by morphologial �lter; 2) EEGlassi�ation employing spike morphologial features (employing disussed approa-hes) by diagnosis using mahine learning based lassi�ation algorithms. Variouslassi�ation algorithms (e.g., arti�ial neural network based lassi�er, AdaBoost,deision tree, random forest, extremely randomized tree, et.) and their qualitymetris are onsidered (e.g., auray, true positive rate, true negative rate, et.)as well as results of k-fold ross-validation are investigated in this work. EEGs fromhildren (3-17 years old) are lassi�ed in this work. The EEGs under lassi�ationare patients diagnosed with: I) benign hildhood epilepsy; II) strutural foalepilepsy. Current results show that best performane (80% ± 2%) is exhibitedby Extremely randomized tree based EEG lassi�er employing spike upslope anddownslope data.
→∞ ⋄∞←



64Unsteady Reversed Stagnation-Point Flow of visoelastiMaxwell �uid over a Flat PlateN.P. MoshkinLavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamis, SB RAS, 15 Aad.Lavrentyev Ave., andNovosibirsk State University, 1 Pirogov str., 630090 Novosibirsk, RussiaAn unsteady inompressible visoelasti two-dimensional stagnation point �owat a solid wall is studied. The simplest di�erential visoelasti �uid model (i.e., theupper-onveted Maxwell model) is used. A front or rear stagnation point on aplane boundary is onsidered, and a wide range of possible behavior is revealedwhen the solution at in�nity is modulated in time by a spei�ed fator. An interestin the problem was prompted by Petrova, Pukhnahev and Frolovskaya [1,2℄ reentstudy of unsteady inompressible visous �ow near stagnation point. This problemhas been takled in the literature by many (see for example [1,2,3℄). The solutionsof governing equations are found in assumptions that omponents of extra stresstensor are polynomials of spatial variable along solid wall. The veloity pro�lesare obtained by numerial integration of a nonlinear ordinary di�erential equation.The results of numerial simulations demonstrate that solution strongly depend oninitial data. A ounter�ow zones in the initial data an disappear in �nite time.When �ow is modulated in time by a periodi fator, the resulting solution an beeither the periodi or the blow-up.Referenes[1℄ A.G. Petrova, V.V. Pukhnahev and O.A. Frolovskaya, Analytial and numerialinvestigation of unsteady �ow near a ritial point, J. Appl. Math. Meh. 80(3),215�224 (2016).[2℄ O.A. Frolovskaya, Unsteady self-similar visous �ow near a stagnation point,Journal of Applied Mehanis and Tehnial Physis 57(3), 391�395 (2016).[3℄ D. Kolomenskiy, H. K. Mo�att, Similarity solutions for unsteady stagnationpoint �ow, J. Fluid Meh. 711, 394�410 (2012).
→∞⋄∞←



65Evolution of Ultra-Short Dark Solitons in Single ModeOptial FibersB. Nenova, D. DakovaPhysis and Tehnology Faulty, Paisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, 24 TsarAsen str., 4000 Plovdiv, BulgariaA. DakovaPhysis and Tehnology Faulty, Paisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, 24 TsarAsen str., 4000 Plovdivand Institute of Eletronis, BAS, 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee Blvd., 1784 So�a,BulgariaV. SlavhevInstitute of Eletronis, BAS, 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee Blvd., 1784 So�aand Faulty of Pharmay, Medial University � Plovdiv, 15-A Vasil Aprilov Blvd.,4002 Plovdiv, BulgariaL. KovahevInstitute of Eletronis, BAS, 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee Blvd., 1784 So�a,BulgariaThe development of modern optial ommuniation systems is onneted withthe need to use more e�ient information transfer tehnologies and to optimizeexisting ones to allow the evolution of laser pulses over long distanes with minimallosses. A harateristi phenomenon assoiated with the nonlinear properties ofoptial �bers is the formation of solitary waves. The soliton regime of propagationof laser pulses is well-known e�et in the �eld of optial ommuniations andit has been studied for deades. There are di�erent types of solitons regardingto the dispersion and nonlinearity of the waveguides. In our investigations weare interested of so alled dark solitons. They orrespond to the solutions of thenonparaxial nonlinear amplitude equation (modi�ed Nonlinear Shr�odinger equat-ion) of light pulses, evolving in optial �bers with normal dispersion. Their intensitypro�le is haraterized by a dip in a uniform bakground. Studies have shown thatdark solitons are quite stable in the presene of noises and they spread more slowlyin waveguides with losses ompared to other types of solitons. In addition, darksolitons are less a�eted by the fators that have impat on the bright solitons.These properties give them an advantage in their potential appliation in modernommuniation systems. The main objet of the present paper is the study of thenonlinear propagation of ultra-short dark solitons in dispersive optial �bers inthe frames of the nonparaxial nonlinear amplitude equation. This type of equationgoverns the evolution of narrow-band, as well as broad-band laser pulses with fewosillations under the envelope. We are looking for a solution of that equation,



66desribing the evolution of broad-band laser pulses in nonlinear single mode optial�bers with normal dispersion. It is found an exat analytial soliton solution.
→∞⋄∞←

Geodesi Lines on the Cyli Helial SurfaesO. NikitenkoWarsaw University of Life Sienes � SGGW, PolandG. KovalovaOdessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture, UkraineAt present various urved helial surfaes with generatrix in form of an arof a irular is widely used in tehnique. A vivid examples of suh helial surfaesan serve gears in Novikov gearing or helioidal rotors in vertial wind turbines.However, raks appear on the working surfaes in the proess of operation, thedevelopment of whih an lead to the destrution of both the parts and the wholestruture. Detetion and elimination of suh raks, whih are known to pass alonggeodesis, is an important part of the design and manufature of details. Goal ofthe work is determination of the geodesi lines on the yli helial surfae byminimizing the urve. Several geodesis were built on suh surfaes in a graphieditor to on�rm the results.
→∞⋄∞←A Mathematial Model of the Human Thigh and ItsConnetion with the TorsoG. Nikolova and D. DanthevInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonhev str. bl. 4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaThe estimation of body segment parameters is important for the kineti anddynami analysis of human motion. For studying these an aurate modeling of theindividual segments of the body is required. One spei� problem in that respetthat still laks a satisfatory solution is to model the thigh-torso onnetion. The



67point is that one normally models the torso and the thigh with relatively simplegeometrial bodies that do not tailor ontinuously into eah other. One shall alsotake into aount the spei� geometri properties desribing the onnetions ofboth. Finally, the modeling shall be done in suh a way that the mass of the torsoas well as of the thigh is reprodued as losely as possible. The purpose of thiswork is to improve the mathematial modeling of the human thigh of the Bulgarianmales [1℄, taking into aount that the segment is disseted from the torso with aplane passing through the anterior superior ilia spine at an angle of 370 to themidsagittal plane [2℄. In our previous researh, the thigh was modeled as a frustumof a one. In the urrent study, the thigh is modeled with the geometri body beinga ombination of a frustum of the irular one on top of whih is plaed a part ofa ylinder ut with a plane making an angle of 530 with respet to its base. Thisseond part extends from anthropometri points omphalion - iliospinale. Usingthe mathematial model suggested, after deriving the orresponding analytialexpressions needed, we alulate analytially and estimate numerially the mass-inertial harateristis of the human body segments: the volume, the mass, enter ofmass, and the prinipal moments of inertia. We present a omparison between theresults obtained within this model with our previous results reported in [1℄, as wellas with other data for Cauasian reported in the literature. The results obtainedand the proedure suggested in the urrent work allow one to laim that morerealisti modeling of the shape of the human thigh is proposed. The model an beatually used when one needs suh mass-inertial parameters in problems appearingin rehabilitation, mediine (orthopedis and traumatology), sports, ergonomis, et.Aknowledgements.The �nanial support by the Bulgarian National SieneFund: Contrat DN-07/5 �Study of anthropometri and mass-inertial harateristisof the Bulgarian men and women via mathematial models of the human body� isgratefully aknowledged.Referenes[1℄ G. Nikolova, Y. Toshev, Estimation of male and female body segment parametersof the Bulgarian population using a 16-segmental mathematial model, Journal ofBiomehanis 40, 3700�3707 (2007).[2℄ V.M. Zatsiorsky, Kinetis of Human Motion. Human Kinetis (Champaign, IL,2002).
→∞ ⋄∞←



68 Fuzzy Reognition of Proteins in Population GenetisEletrophoresis ExperimentsYu. Olevska1Dnipro Polytehni National Tehnial University, UkraineO. OlevskyiOles Honhar Dnipro National University, UkraineV. OlevskyiUkrainian State University of Chemial Tehnology, Dnipro, UkraineThe e�ieny of using the method of fuzzy analysis developed by us in proe-ssing the data of gel eletrophoresis of the tissues of earthworms is demonstrated.The experiment studied the e�et of laser radiation on the hange in the genotypeof the worms' population. To on�rm this e�et, it was neessary to establish thepresene or absene of new proteins within the framework of evidene-based biology,depending on the intensity and time of laser exposure. The use of our tehniqueallows determining the presene and reliability of this e�et.
→∞⋄∞←Appliation of Two-Dimensional Pade Approximants forReduing the Gibbs PhenomenonV. Olevskyi, I. Shapka, T. NaumenkoUkrainian State University of Chemial Tehnology, Dnipro, UkraineYu. OlevskaDnipro Polytehni National Tehnial University, UkraineThe Gibbs Phenomenon signi�antly redues the quality of images proessingwhen they presented as a sum of harmonis, whih is typial for most populargraphi standards. Distortion ours on the border of a sharp hange in the ontrastof the image and lead to the appearane of false optial shadows. This redues thequality of the analysis when proessing the results of x-ray and sonar studies. Wesuggest using the two-dimensional Pade approximants method we developed earlierto redue the Gibbs phenomenon for the harmoni two-dimensional Fourier series.The sheme of appliation of the method and its e�etiveness are analyzed.
→∞⋄∞←



69Two- and Three-Dimensional Numerial Simulations of anEvaporating Liquid Layer on a Heated SubstrateJ. OuazzaniAro�uid Consulting LLC, 309 N. Orange Ave., Orlando, FL 32801, USA 4University of Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing,100049, ChinaP. G. ChenAix Marseille Univ, CNRS, Centrale Marseille, M2P2, 13451 Marseille, FraneWenjun LiuInstitute of Mehanis, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, 100190 Beijing, P.R. ChinaQiusheng LiuInstitute of Mehanis, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, 100190 Beijingand University of Chinese Aademy of Sienes, 100049 Beijing, P.R. ChinaIt annot be expeted that two-dimensional (2D) numerial results give anaurate representation of the three-dimensional (3D) physis of sessile drop orliquid layers evaporation when surfae-tension-indued (Marangoni) �ow is notsymmetri. Also, a 2D model only onsiders the omponents of interfae urvaturelying in the omputational plane, whereas the out-of-plane omponents are negleted.This means that surfae-tension-driven hydrodynami instabilities an usually notbe aptured in a realisti way. Developing a high resolution numerial methodfor the simulation of two-phase heat and mass transfer is a viable way of gettingdeeper insights into suh phenomena, and as onsequene to better understandthem. A reliable and �exible numerial method is developed in the present paperin order to ahieve this goal. The method is applied to the simulation of sessiledrops and liquid layers evaporation phenomena.Within this framework, a numerialmodel is developed using the PHOENICS Computational Fluid Dynamis software,whih permits a high �exibility and sustainability of the model. The Finite Volumedisretization method is used to solve the governing equations of the problem. Themethod is developed in two- and three-dimension. A mass-onservative Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) interfae traking method is adopted to apture the position ofthe two-phase interfae and its in�uene on the �uids �ow. For the latter twoaurate VOF methods have been developed the CICSAM and the THINC-WLICmethods.Marangoni, apillary fores, stati ontat angles and evaporation arealso developed and inluded in the model. The developed model is applied to theevaporation of well-de�ned liquid layers where experimental data are available. Weinvestigate the oupled physial mehanism during the evaporation of a irularpool ontaining FC-72 heated from below. The model aounts for mass transportin surrounding air, Marangoni and gravitational onvetion inside the liquid andheat ondution in the substrate as well as �xed and/or moving interfae. We show



70that under some spei� irumstanes transition an our from 2D axisymmetrito 3D patterns.
→∞⋄∞←Some Analytial Solutions for Magneti Flux Distribution inLong Josephson Juntion with Seond Harmoni in theCurrent Phase RelationH.D. DimovFaulty of Physis, St. Kliment Ohridski University of So�a, 5 J. BourhierBlvd., 1164 So�a, BulgariaP.Kh. Atanasova, S.A. PanayotovaPaisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, 24 Tzar Asen, 4000 Plovdiv, BulgariaIn the urrent work long Josephson juntions are being onsidered. Magneti�ux distribution is the physial measure for phase di�erene of the wave funtionsin the superonduting layers of the juntion. The urrent phase relation, in mostases, an be regarded as an odd strit 2π -periodi funtion, and hene it an bepresented in order of Fourier by sinus. It is well-known from the physial experimentthat with a su�ient degree of preision, a number of physial systems are reliablydesribed with the ontribution of only the �rst two harmonis. The adequatemathematial model for the distribution of the magneti �ux is then the �doublesine-Gordon� equation, with Neumann's boundary onditions at the ends of thejuntion. Even in the stationary ase, the boundary problem is highly nonlinearand the only tool for its omprehensive study is numerial methods. The aim ofthe present work is to show that in the ase of zero external urrent, the stationaryequation turns out to be a fully integrable model, derived from a variation priniplewith a osine. In our work analytial solutions for the magneti �ux distributionsdesribed in the terms of Jaobi's elliptial sinuses are derived. Analytial studiesin this ase serve to further numerially study of this multiparametri nonlinearboundary task problem, whih is so important in the applied nanophysis.
→∞⋄∞←



71Identi�ation of the Elasti Modules of a Fibrous Compositeby Solving Inverse ProblemsV. Sadovskii, I. Petrakov, V. MartynovInstitute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaGeneralized rheologial method is used to onstrut onstitutive equationsof �ber omposite materials with the �bers having high tensile sti�ness and lowsti�ness upon ompression. Polymer-based omposite reinfored by thin arbon�bers used in the aerospae industry was hosen as the material for researh. Themethod for determining the e�etive moduli of elastiity based on the analysis of thebending state of a thin rod was implemented to hek the material's moduli. Photosof the bent rod with antilever bending were proessed to obtain a �at projetionthen digitized using omputer programs. The de�etion data along the rod lengthwas used further in solving the inverse problem of determining �exural sti�ness (itwas onsidered onstant) using the least squares method. Using Matlab funtions,the problem of minimizing the standard deviation of the alulated de�etion fromthe digitized one was solved on a disrete system of points along the axis of the rod.The de�etion was omputed by the di�erene method based on the speify Eulerelasti equation whih takes into aount the �exural sti�ness, deformation alongthe rob, Timoshenko e�et (the e�et of shear deformation) and Cosserat e�et(the e�et of independent turns of the reinforing �bers relative to the matrix).The Young modulus upon tension was measured experimentally using standardtehniques. The Young's modulus upon ompression was alulated using the valueof �exural sti�ness orresponding to the best approximation of alulated de�etionto the digitized de�etion. As a result, it was shown that the ratio of moduli forthe material under study is in the range of 50-60% and if the alulation of �exuralsti�ness is made with Young's modulus under tension, it is possible to obtain arelative error in the de�etion up to 30% with the inreased thikness of the rod.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Geometry of Riemannian Spaes of the 2nd ApproximationS. Pokas, A. KrutoholovaOdessa I.I. Mehnikov National University, UkraineFor the Riemannian spae, the invariantly assoiated spae is onstruted,whih implements a seond order approximation for the primary Riemannian spae.



72We studied Lie groups of in�nitesimal motions and onformal transformationsin the assoiated spae, when the initial spae is a spae of nonzero onstanturvature.
→∞⋄∞←Numerial Simulation of Nonlinear Development ofPerturbations in a Thin Layer of a Visous LiquidL. ProkudinaSouth Ural State University (National Researh University), Chelyabinsk, RussiaThin layers of visous liquid (liquid �lms) moving on a solid surfae underthe ation of gravity for moderate Reynolds numbers at heat and mass transfer(evaporation, ondensation) are investigated. The relevane and pratial importa-ne of studying the �ows of thin layers of visous liquid is assoiated with theirwide implementation in numerous heat and mass transfer apparatus of heat power,hemial, metallurgial, food, pharmaeutial industry (�lm reti�ers, olumns witha �at-parallel nozzle, absorbers), et. The ombination of a small �lm thiknessand a large ontat surfae an signi�antly intensify hemial, thermal, di�usionproesses. A nonlinear partial di�erential equation for the deviation of the freesurfae of the liquid �lm from the undisturbed state in the proesses of heatand mass transfer is presented where x is the spatial oordinate, t � the time.The oe�ients of the equation inlude the parameters: surfae tension, surfaevisosity, Marangoni parameter, onstant shear stress. Within the framework ofthis model, omputational experiments were arried out to alulate the waveharateristis of the liquid �lm: frequeny, inrement, phase veloity in the proessesof evaporation and ondensation, as well as omputer simulation of the free surfaeof the vertial water �lm.
→∞⋄∞←



73Numerial Modeling of the Mass of the Flowing Liquid atTransverse Osillations of the Straight TubeL. Prokudina, D. YaparovSouth Ural State University (National Researh University), Chelyabinsk, RussiaIn this researh, a problem of determining spatial vibrations of straight tubeis onsidered. The tube is rigidly �xed at both ends. The vibrations appear underthe impat of �uid �ow on the tube sides and the additional shok pulse. Themathematial model inludes the fourth-order PDE with oe�ients depended onthe liquid parameters. The numerial method for determining harateristis ofspatial vibration is proposed. The method is based on using of �nite-di�ereneequations and a regularization tehnique. The omputational sheme involves thealulating amplitudes and the phase di�erene of vibration at the tube points bythe Fourier transforms. In order to evaluate the reliability of method the omputat-ional experiment was arry out. The omputational results show the su�usionauray of method.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Singularities in Visous FlowsV.V. Pukhnahev, E.N. ZhuravlevaLavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamis, SB RAS and Novosibirsk StateUniversity, RussiaOrigination of singularities in visous inompressible �uid �ows is studiedon the basis of exat and asymptoti solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.Examples of stationary solutions of these equations with point or distributed singul-arities are presented. The asymptoti harater of singularities, suh a soure, drain,point vortex, or a ombination of these singularities is eluidated. Examples ofunsteady motions, whih demonstrate the hange in the �ow domain topologywith time or hange in the struture of streamlines, are onsidered. Problem ofdeformation of a strip or layer bounded by two free boundaries or a solid wall anda parallel free surfae are studied in detail. Conditions of blow up of the solutions ofthe orresponding initial-boundary value problems within a �nite time are found.Aknowledgements. This work is supported by Russian Foundation for theBasi Researh (grant No. 19-01-00096).



74 Referenes[1℄ V.V. Pukhnahev, Singular solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, Pro.of theSt. Petersburg Math. So., Adv. Math. Analysis of Partial Di�. Equations, AMSTransl. Ser. 2, 232, 193�218 (2014).[2℄ E.N. Zhuravleva, Numerial study of the exat solution of the Navier-Stokesequations desribing free boundary �uid �ow, J. Applied Meh. and Tehnial Phys.57(3), 396�401 (2016).
→∞⋄∞←Stokes Problem for Seond-Order LiquidT.P. PukhnahevaNovosibirsk State University, RussiaLet the liquid �ll the spae outside the ylinder, whih makes longitudinalharmoni osillations. The resulting problem for seond-order �uid has a perioditime deision. The �eld of veloities and pressures is found in a wide range ofgoverning parameters � the Reynolds number and relaxation parameter [1,2℄. Unlikethe seond Stokes problem for an ordinary visous �uid [3℄, where the pressure isonstant, in a seond-order �uid it osillates at twie the frequeny. This e�etan be used to identify a model whih is used in desribing the motion of aqueoussolutions of polymers [4,5℄.Referenes[1℄ G. Bathelor, An Introdution to Fluid Dynamis (Cambridge MathematialLibrary) ( Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2000), doi:10.1017/CBO9780511800955.[2℄ R.S. Rivlin, J.L. Eriksen, Stress-deformation relations for isotropi materials,Journal for Rational Mehanis and Analysis 4, 323�425 (1955).[3℄ V.I. Bukreev, Experimental investigation of the range of appliability of thesolution of Stokes's seond problem, Fluid Dyn. 23, 504 (1988), https://doi.org/10.1007/BF01055071.[4℄ V.V. Pukhnahev, O.A. Frolovskaya, On the Voitkunskii-Am�lokhiev-Pavlovskiimodel of motion of aqueous polymer solutions, Pro. Steklov Inst. Math. 300, 168(2018), https://doi.org/10.1134/S0081543818010145.[5℄ O.A. Frolovskaya, V.V. Pukhnahev, Analysis of the models of motion of aqueoussolutions of polymers on the basis of their exat solutions, Polymers 10(6), 684�696(2018).
→∞⋄∞←



75Spline Approximation with High AurayA. RababahDept of Mathematial Sienes, United Arab Emirates University, Abu Dhabi,United Arab EmiratesIn this artile, we disuss the issue of the best uniform approximation withhigh auray. The best uniform approximation of degree 5 is onsidered to speialurves and is given in expliit form. The approximation is onstruted so that theerror funtion is the moni Chebyshev polynomial and the error funtion has thehighest number of equiosillation times.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Risk Estimation in Case of Limited the Insurane LiabilityE. RaevaA. Kanhev University of Ruse, BulgariaThere are a number of models, used for estimating the insurane risk. Inpratie are divided two diretions of analysis alled �Classial risk theory� and�Modern risk theory.� The modern risk theory inludes additional onditions, typialfor the insurane ompany business like taxes, di�erent internal osts and manyothers. Unfortunately these peuliarities are usually not available for the �outsideworld.� That's why, it is very di�ult to do analysis with suh details. On the otherhand, the lassial risk theory is foused on the analytial models of stohastiproesses whih open a wide �eld for mathematial appliation.As a fundamental part of insurane risk theory, the model of Cramer-Lundbergis based on the balane between laims osts of the insurer and the premiumpayments from the side of the insured person. The model also inlude informationabout the retention and the initial apital neessary to meet the expeted laimsosts. The expeted laims proess is a ompound stohasti proess, whih isusually modeled by a ontinuous distributions. Often used approah for reduingthe insurane risk is by using franhise value or just delaring a limit value forthe insurer's liability. Inluding suh restrition in the models the laims ostdistribution is ontinuous no more. This involves onsidering of appropriate approx-imations for the mixed disrete-ontinuous distributions of the laims ost. Also allestimations about the level of risk like the retention and the neessary free reservesare a�eted by the hoie of approximate distribution.



76 In the urrent work is onsidered the in�uene of di�erent transformationsover the random variables, whih desribe the laims ost in the risk model. Forahieving the estimations of the retention and the free reserves we use the lassialrisk model of Cramer-Lundberg for a �xed period of time for one year. The experim-ent we provide is based on empirial distribution, whih we use for simulatingtransformed random variables using Fourier approximation for the mixed disrete-ontinuous probability distributions. Finally, there is a omparison between theresults for the estimated free reserves without limited insurane liability and afterinluding the liability limitation. The onsidered approah uses easy methods forimplementation and ould �nd useful appliation in insurane pratie.Aknowledgements. This paper ontains results of the work on projet No2019-FNSE-05, �naned by Sienti� Researh Fund of Ruse University.
→∞⋄∞←

Computation of Risk in Priing of Investment ProjetsI. RaevaA. Kanhev University of Ruse, BulgariaThe notion of risk in the eonomy and �nane refers to the deviation in oneor more returns of one or more future events from their expeted value. Thevalue of these results may be positive or negative. Positive risk is seen as anopportunity, and the general use of the word risk only fouses on the potentialdamage (loss of positive outomes) that may arise from a future event that resultseither from inurring osts (downside risk) or disability to make a pro�t (upsiderisk). The negative onsequenes of risk determine the need for risk study andmanagement. The report presents the most ommonly used one-step deision-making riteria in the ontext of risk unertainty: Laplae's Criterion � a widelyused riterion in deision-making tasks in unertainty based on the priniple ofinsu�ient justi�ation; Gurvish's Criterion � a Laplae Criterion analogue, butimplements the estimation of the mathematial expetation of loss in a di�erentway; minmax / maxmim riterion � the realization of this riterion assumes hoosingthe best and worst opportunity; Seaview's riterion � a less pessimisti riterionfrom the previous one.The �senario analysis� approah is used, in whih the �nanial analyst requiresthe tehnial projet manager to selet indiators in ase of poor irumstanes(low sales volume, low pries, high ost, et.) and good irumstanes. Based onthe latter, net NPV (Net Present Value) is alulated and ompared, i.e., the futurevalue of net inome and the present value. A fundamental priniple of assessing the



77ost-e�etiveness of an investment projet orresponds to the eonomi behavior ofa person taking deision about the appropriateness or loss of ertain investments.They are expressed by the indiator of net inome. When alulating the netinome, the results and losses are always ompared. Examples of di�erent senariosand seletion riteria for risk estimation for partiular projets are onsidered. Theadvantages and disadvantages of the di�erent options are disussed.Keywords: Risk, downside risk, upside risk, risk assessment, risk premium,disount, senario analysis
→∞ ⋄∞←

Users Tra� on the Two-Sided Internet Platforms.Qualitative StudyV. RayskinBentley University, Dept of Mathematis, 02425 Waltham, MA, USAThe volume of users on Internet platforms, their harateristis, dynamisand equilibrium have mainly been studied with game-theoreti approah and withstatistis. However, growing number of Internet platforms with large amount ofdata allows to onstrut di�erential equations models with the help of statistialtehniques, and then to apply the dynamial systems theory for the qualitativestudy of the phase portraits and for understanding the underlying laws that governthe dynamis. The reonstruted model of the two-sided Internet platform's tra�estimates the volume of users from eah side of the platform. The model is basedon the negative same-side and positive ross-side network e�ets. The ross-sidenetwork e�et is represented by a real-valued attahment funtion expressing interestof one type of users in the opposite type of users. I will disuss theorems desribingthe long-term behavior, tendeny and equilibrium of the users' volume on theplatform. These results were obtained with the help of lassial theory of dynamialsystems. I will present simulations of some examples and show how attahmentfuntions in�uene users' dynamis. The dynamial system's approah to the studyof two-sided platform allows natural generalization to multi-sided platforms (MSP),where one an utilize well developed theory of multidimensional dynamial systemsand obtain results for MSP with high number of dimensions. The dynamial systemsapproah allows to see the e�ets of externalities on the trajetories of the volumeof users
→∞ ⋄∞←



78The Wake Vortex Dynamis above the Underlying Surfaeof Di�erent TypesA.V. Rodygin, A.N. KorohkovJSC �International Aeronavigation Systems Conern,� Mosow, RussiaN.A. BaranovDorodniyn Computing Centre, FRC CSC RAS, Mosow, RussiaThe study of the evolution of the vortex wake behind an airraft near thesurfae is an important problem for �ight safety. Of partiular interest is thebehavior of the vortex wake, when the airraft is �ying at altitudes less than wingspan. In this ase, the vortex wake interation with the boundary layer is essential.There are a onsiderable number of airports where the airraft �ies over the watersurfae when landing. The behavior of the vortex wake under these onditions hasbeen poorly understood. In this paper, using numerial modeling, a omparativeanalysis of the vortex wake dynamis above the soil and water surfae is arried out.The modeling method is based on the diret numerial solution of the equations forthe turbulent motion of a visous �uid. A numerial method with a seond-orderauray di�erene sheme is used. The results of the alulation of the wake vortexof the wide-body airraft A-380 are presented. The ases of the �ight of the airraftin the �ight and landing on�gurations at di�erent heights above the solid and freesurfae are onsidered. The di�erenes in the mehanisms of the visous interationof a vortex wake with a boundary layer on surfaes of di�erent types are shown.
→∞⋄∞←



79Ellipsoidal Vorties in Compressible Rotating FluidO. Rozanova and M. TurzynskyMosow State University, RussiaWe study vorties in 2D polytropi uniformly rotating ompressible �uid withinthe lass of motions with uniform deformation. In the Eulerian oordinates, itimplies that the veloity is a linear funtion of oordinates and the level lines of thepressure are ellipses. It is shown that this lass of solutions is ompletely de�nedby a system of quadratially nonlinear ODEs of a higher order. Under ertainassumption this system is integrable. In partiular, it happens for the adiabatiindex equal to 2. Formally this ase orresponds to the ase of shallow water ona rotating plane. The equilibria of this system form two families. One of themis one-parametri, it orresponds to a vortex, and the parameter is the intensityof vortex. We show that the nonlinear stability of these steady vorties for thephysially meaningful adiabati indies depends only on the ratio between theparameter of intensity of the vortex and the Coriolis parameter. It is shown that ifthe rotation of the oordinate frame presents, the domain of stability exists both for�antiyloni� and �yloni� ases, nevertheless it shrinks if the Coriolis parametertends to zero. Another family is two-parametri, it orresponds to a shear, andthe equilibria are always unstable. Both families of equilibria are prototypi forelementary atmospheri strutures like ylone/antiylon and trough/ridge.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Modeling Perspetives of Forest Growth and Yield:Framework of Multivariate Di�usion ProessP. RupsysAleksandras Stulginskis University, LT-53361, Kaunas distr., LithuaniaToday's approahes to modeling of forest trees and stands are in most asesbased on that the models are divided into stati regression models desribingindividual trees and stands variables. This study proposes a general stohastidynamial model of a forest stand with the objet to inlude random fores governingthe dynami of multivariate distribution of tree (stand) size variables. The dynamiof the multivariate probability density funtion of tree size omponents (diameter,height, rown base height, rown width and so on) in a stand is desribed by a mixed



80e�et parameters Vasiek-type multivariate stohasti di�erential equation (SDE).The advantages of SDE method are that it do not need to hoose many di�erentequations to be tried, it relates the tree size omponents dynami against the agedimension (time), and onsider the underlying ovariane struture driving hangesin the tree (stand) size variables. SDE model allows us a better understanding ofbiologial proesses driving the dynamis of natural phenomena. The new derivedmultivariate probability density funtion and its marginal univariate, bivariateand trivariate distributions, and onditional univariate, bivariate and trivariatedistributions an be applied for the modeling of stand attributes suh as the meandiameter, height, rown base height, rown width, volume, basal area, slendernessratio, their inrements and muh more. This study introdues general multivariatemutual information measures based on the di�erential entropy to apture multivar-iate interations between state variables. The purpose of the present study istherefore to experimentally on�rm the e�etiveness of using multivariate mutualinformation measures to reonstrut multivariate interations in state variables. Inthis regard, the SDE model was �tted using measurements obtained from permanentexperimental pine-dominated stands.Keywords: Multivariate Vasiek-type stohasti di�erential equation; margi-nal distributions; onditional distributions; entropy
→∞⋄∞←Superomputing Analysis of Seismi E�ieny of theEletromagneti Pulse Soure �Yenisei�V.M. Sadovskii, O.V. SadovskayaInstitute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaComputational tehnology for multiproessor omputing systems of lusterarhiteture is developed for numerial modeling of wave �elds generated by theeletromagneti pulse soure �Yenisei� in bloky-layered geomedia. To desribe thewave proesses, mathematial models of the dynamis of elasti, visoelasti andelasti-plasti media, of porous and granular materials are applied. The algorithmsof numerial realization are onstruted based on the method of two-yli splittingwith respet to spatial variables. Computational experiments showed that theproposed tehnology allows reproduing the system of waves near the region ofexitation of seismi osillations in 3D setting with a high degree of details andauray. The main goal of our researh is to optimize the geometri and mehanialharateristis of the soure based on mathematial modeling of the propagationof waves generated by the soure in layered soil massifs of omplex rheology. We



81applied this tehnology to the analysis of frequenies and amplitudes of wavesgenerated in the near-surfae soils, and showed that the soure �Yenisei� possessesthe required seismi parameters. Given ontribution presents the results of omput-ation of seismi e�ieny of the eletromagneti pulse soure as the ratio of theenergy passing through the re�eting surfae in the depth of layered massif tothe energy of pulse e�et on the surfae. The applied method is based on theanalysis of the Umov-Poynting vetor �eld obtained by means of high-performaneomputations. The results show that, by the riterion of useful seismi energy, pulsesoures are not inferior to soures of vibratory type.Aknowledgements. The reported study was funded by RFBR, Governmentof Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional Fund of Siene to the researhprojet No. 18-41-242001.
→∞ ⋄∞←Analysis of Strutural Changes of Seismi Wave Fields inCraked and Fluid-Saturated MediaG. Shimanskaya, M. Khairetdinov, V.KovalevskiyInstitute of Computational Mathematis and Mathematial Geophysis SB ofRAS, Novosibirsk, RussiaThe paper is based on the multidisiplinary approah within the problem ofative seismi monitoring the proesses of rak formation and dilatany developingin seismologial zones. An additional approah to the dynami harateristis ofthe wave �eld is proposed for the previously proposed approah to traking suhproesses by hanging the anisotropy oe�ients of the medium and the propagationrates of longitudinal and transverse waves. They are assoiated with the allowanefor variations in waveforms and the nonlinear transformation of wave �elds duedeveloping geodynami proesses in foal zones. This approah is substantiated bythe results of experimental studies on the vibration sensing of mud volanoes of theTaman mud-volani provine and a tetoni fault in the Novosibirsk region. Thee�etiveness of these wave �eld parameters to solve the problem of ative seismimonitoring is shown. At the same time, the problem of estimation the dynamis ofthe development of geodynami proesses in the foal zone is the multiparameterproblem.
→∞ ⋄∞←



82 Higher Regularity of Solutions of Singular ParaboliEquations with Nonstandard GrowthS. ShmarevDepto. Matematias, Universidad de Oviedo, /Calvo Sotelo, s/n, 33007 Oviedo,EspanaWe present new results on the global regularity properties of solutions toparaboli equations whih involve p(x) and p(x, t) Laplae operators. The solutionsof suh equations are usually understood in a weak sense. In partiular, the timederivative is a distribution whih does not belong to any Lebesgue spae. We �ndonditions on the data that guarantee the existene of strong solutions. For thesesolutions, the seond derivatives in spae and the �rst derivative in time belong toLebesgue spaes with variable exponents prompted by the equation. Moreover, itis shown that under ertain onditions on the data the solutions of the paraboliproblem are ontinuous with respet to time in the sense of Holder and Lipshitz.
→∞⋄∞←

Numerial Modeling of the Dynami Proesses in LiquidCrystals under the Ation of Thermomehanial andEletrostati PerturbationsV. Sadovskii, O. Sadovskaya, I. SmolekhoInstitute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, RussiaLiquid rystal is an intermediate state of matter, whih appears at the sametime the properties of elastiity and �uidity. The mobility of moleules allows theirorientation to be hanged by external fores and, thus, to ontrol their properties.Mathematial model for desription of the dynami proesses in liquid rystalsunder weak mehanial, temperature and eletri perturbations was proposed inour works earlier. Given ontribution presents the algorithm and parallel programsystem for numerial implementation of this model in 2D ase. Basi system ofequations of the model is solved using the method of two-yli splitting by spatialvariables. At the stages of this method, 1D subsystems of the aoustis equations forliquid rystals and related equations of thermal ondutivity in spatial diretionsare solved with the help of Godunov's gap deay method, Ivanov's method withontrolled energy dissipation and Crank�Niolson's sheme. The right-hand sides



83of equations in the aousti approximation of a liquid rystal arise under the ationof eletri �eld, for �nding of whih we use the method of straight lines. Numerialalgorithm is implemented using the CUDA tehnology for omputer systems withgraphis aelerators. Main stages of the algorithm are exeuted sequentially, theparallelization of omputations is performed inside eah of the stages. Parallelprogram ontains modules realizing the Godunov, Ivanov and Crank�Niolsonshemes at the stages of splitting method, and also the method of straight lineswith the use of a three-point sweep, the Fourier transform and the SLAE solutionmethod by means of the LU -deomposition, the iterative method of solving theequation for eletri potential. Some omputations, demonstrating the hange inorientation of the moleules of a liquid rystal under the in�uene of external fores,are performed.Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh (projet no. 18-31-00100).
→∞ ⋄∞←

Bernoulli-Trials Approximations of the Collision Proess inthe DSMC MethodS.K. StefanovInstitute of Mehanis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonhev bl.4, 1113 So�a, BulgariaThe binary ollision proess in rare�ed gas is presented by a general transitionoperator transforming the gas state form one state to other. Its approximationswith respet to time step are onsidered and ritially analyzed with respet totheir appliation to gaseous miro�uidi problems. Some numerial examples will begiven showing that the general Bernoulli-trials ollision sheme overs the propertiesof all spei� approahes used by now.
→∞ ⋄∞←



84Two Zaslavsky Maps in Pseudorandom Byte GenerationB. Stoyanov, M. Todorova, Ts. Ivanova, G. Borboryan and A. HasanovUniversity of Shumen, BulgariaWe present a novel, two Zaslavsky maps based pseudo-random byte formationfuntion. We evaluated output data theoretially and tested by NIST, DIEHARDand ENT statistial suites. The results of the ryptographi analysis show that theoutput bytes behaves like an ideal random soure.
→∞⋄∞←

Self-Regulation of the Labor Market: Dynami OptimizationModelA. E. Sudakova, A. F. ShorikovUral Federal University, Ekaterinburg, RussiaIn this artile, the authors put forward a hypothesis that the labor market is aself-regulating system whih under ertain assumptions an be expressed throughsuh indiators as the unemployment rate and the GDP. The artile also inludes anoverview of researh literature on self-regulation of the labor market, in partiularthe eonometri model based on the idea of wages being used to balane supplyand demand. In the seond part of the artile the authors present the dynamimathematial model for optimization of speialist training at the university. Thedynami model onsists of a phase vetor, whih is formed with the help of severalkey parameters desribing the proess of speialist training at the university (edua-tion programs, enrolment apaity, failities, indiators of the soial sphere and soon), and a ontrol vetor, whih desribes a set of tehnologies used for organizationand realization of speialist training at the university (various methods of speialisttraining, funding, and so on).
→∞⋄∞←



85Levy-Flight Salp Swarm Algorithm for FuntionOptimization and Engineering Design ProblemsA. Sudirman, A.B.S. ErgaputraBandung Institute of Tehnology, 40132 Bandung, IndonesiaThe Salp SwarmAlgorithm (SSA) algorithm is a bio-inspired optimizer. Aimingat the phenomenon that Salp Swarm Algorithm has slow onvergene and lowpreision, an improved version of SSA algorithm based on Levy-�ight strategy,whih is named as LSSA, is proposed. Levy-�ight an inrease the diversity of thepopulation against premature onvergene and make the algorithm jump out ofloal optimum more e�etively.This approah is helpful to obtain a better trade-o�between exploration and exploitation ability of SSA, thus, whih an make LSSAfaster and more robust than SSA. The proposed LSSA algorithm is applied onseveral benhmark funtions and engineering design problems. The results showompetitive results of LSSA onerning the other metaheuristi algorithms.
→∞ ⋄∞←Existene, Continuation, and Lower Mass Bounds for theLandau EquationC. Henderson, A. TarfuleaUniversity of Chiago, IL 60637, USAS. SnelsonFlorida Institute of Tehnology, Melbourne, FL 32901, USAKineti equations model gas and partile dynamis, spei�ally fousing on theinterations between the miro-, meso-, and marosopi sales. Mathematially,they demonstrate a rih variety of nonlinear phenomena, suh as hypoelliptiitythrough veloity-averaging and Landau damping. The question of well-posednessremains an ative area of researh. In this talk, we look at the Landau equation,a mathematial model for plasma physis arising from the Boltzmann equationas so-alled grazing ollisions dominate. Previous results are in the perturbativeregime, or in the homogeneous setting, or rely on strong a priori ontrol of thesolution (the most ruial assumption being a lower bound on the density, as thisprevents the ellipti terms from beoming degenerate). We prove that the Landauequation has loal-in-time solutions with no additional a priori assumptions; the



86initial data is even allowed to ontain regions of vauum. We then prove a �massspreading� result via a probabilisti approah. This is the �rst proof that a densitylower bound is generated dynamially from ollisions. From the lower bound, itfollows that the loal solution is smooth, and we establish the mildest (to date)ontinuation riteria for the solution to exist for all time.
→∞⋄∞←Numerial Approah for a Class of Di�erential Equationswith ConstraintsN. TarfuleaPurdue University Northwest, Hammond, IN, USAFrequently, numerial solutions to evolution di�erential equations with onstr-aints are omputed on arti�ial spae uto�s beause of the neessary boundednessof omputational domains. Therefore, well-posed boundary onditions are neededat the arti�ial boundaries. Moreover, these boundary onditions have to be hosenin suh a way that the numerial solution of the uto� equation approximates asbest as possible the solution of the original problem on the in�nite domain, andthis inludes the preservation of onstraints. In this talk, we onsider well-posed,onstraint-preserving boundary onditions for a vetor-valued wave equation withonstraints. Then, we onstrut an equivalent extended problem, whih inludes theonstraints as dynamial variables. Beause of the onstraints diretly entering theevolution, the extended problem may present a preferable alternative for numerialapproximation.
→∞⋄∞←A Disrete Mathematial Model for Single and ColletiveMovement in Amoeboid CellsN.E. TarfuleaPurdue University Northwest, Hammond, IN, USAWe propose a new disrete mathematial model for individual and olletiveell motility. We introdue a mehanial model for the movement of a ell on a two-dimensional rigid surfae to desribe and investigate the ell-ell and ell-substrate



87interations. The ell ytoskeleton is modeled as a series of springs and dash-potsonneted in parallel. The ell-substrate attahments and the ell protrusions arealso inluded. In partiular, this model is used to desribe the direted movementof endothelial ells on a Matrigel plate. We ompare the results from our modelwith experimental data. We show that ell density and substrate rigidity play animportant role in network formation.
→∞ ⋄∞←Solving an Ellipti Problem with Regular and ParaboliBoundary Layers by a Multigrid AlgorithmS.V. TikhovskayaSobolev Institute of Mathematis SB RAS, Omsk branh, RussiaA two-dimensional linear ellipti equation with paraboli and regular boundarylayers is onsidered in the unit square. It is solved by using an upwind di�erenesheme on the Shishkin mesh whih onverges uniformly with respet to a smallperturbation parameter. The sheme is resolved based on an iterative method. Itis known that the appliation of multigrid methods leads to essential redutionof arithmetial operations amount [1℄ and the referenes therein. Earlier in [2℄we investigated the asadi two-grid method with the appliation of Rihardsonextrapolation to inrease auray of the di�erene sheme uniform with respet toa perturbation parameter, using an interpolation formula uniform with respet to aperturbation parameter. We obtained that the usage of the auxiliary mesh with thenumber of nodes in two times less than the initial mesh leads to inrease auray ofthe di�erene sheme by an order uniform with respet to a perturbation parameter.In this paper multigrid algorithm of the same struture is studied. We also usedan interpolation formula uniform with respet to a perturbation parameter. Theappliation of the Rihardson extrapolation method based on numerial solutionson the last three meshes leads to inrease auray of the di�erene sheme bytwo orders uniform with respet to a perturbation parameter. We ompare theproposed asadi multigrid method with a multigrid method with V-yle with aspeial restrition operator as [3℄. The results of some numerial experiments aredisussed.Aknowledgements.Researh has been supported by the program of fundam-ental sienti� researhes of the SB RAS No I.1.3., projet No 0314-2019-0009.Referenes[1℄ A.I. Zadorin, S.V. Tikhovskaya, N.A. Zadorin, A two-grid method for elliptiproblem with boundary layers, Applied Numerial Mathematis 93, 270�278 (2015).



88[2℄ S.V. Tikhovskaya, A two-grid method for an ellipti equation with boundarylayers on a Shishkin mesh, Lobahevskii Journal of Mathematis 35(4), 409�415(2014).[3℄ F.J. Gaspar, C. Clavero, F. Lisbona, Some numerial experiments with multigridmethods on Shishkin meshes, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematis138, 21�35 (2002).
→∞⋄∞←

A Comparison of Monte Carlo Methods Based on Faure andSobol Sequenes for Multidimensional Integrals in AirPollution ModellingV. Todorov, I.T. DimovInstitute of Mathematis and Informatis, and Institute of Information andCommuniation Tehnologies, BAS, So�a, BulgariaYu. DimitrovUniversity of Forestry, So�a, BulgariaAir pollution and meteorologial models are in front plaes among the examplesof mathematial models with a lot of natural unertainties in their input data setsand parameters. Sensitivity analysis is a powerful tool for studying and improvingthe reliability of suh models. In this work some results of the global sensitivitystudy of the Uni�ed Danish Eulerian Model (UNI-DEM) have been presented.One of the most attrative features of UNI-DEM is its advaned hemial sheme� the Condensed CBM IV, whih onsider a large number of hemial speiesand numerous reations between them, of whih the ozone is one of the mostimportant pollutants for its entral role in many pratial appliations of the results.A omprehensive experimental study of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms based onFaure and Sobol sequenes for multidimensional numerial integration has beendone. The algorithms have been suessfully applied to ompute global Sobolsensitivity measures orresponding to the in�uene of several input parameterson the onentrations of important air pollutants. The study has been done forthe areas of several European ities with di�erent geographial loations. This isthe �rst time when Faure low disrepany sequene is applied to this problem anda omparison with the low disrepany of Sobol has been made. The numerialtests show that the stohasti algorithms under onsideration are e�ient for themultidimensional integrals under onsideration and espeially for omputing smallby value sensitivity indies.



89Aknowledgements.This work is supported by the Bulgarian National Sien-e Fund under Bilateral Projet Bulgaria-Russia DNTS 02/12-2018 �Developmentand investigation of �nite-di�erene shemes of higher order of auray for solvingapplied problems of �uid and gas mehanis, and eology� and by the BulgarianNational Siene Fund under Projet DN 12/5-2017, �E�ient Stohasti Methodsand Algorithms for Large-Sale Problems.�
→∞ ⋄∞←

Assessment of Optimal Tool Parameters used in NumerialSimulation for Hot Mandrel Bending of Pipe ElbowsM. Sima, T. Frigioesu, A. Toma, C. Pusasu,National Researh and Development Institute for Gas Turbines COMOTI,Buharest, RomaniaI. DanielSC TECNITAL SRL, Bratasana, RomaniaThis paper is takling the elbows bending proess using hot mandrels. Throughthis proess the pipe is pushed over a �x or mobile mandrel, whih de�nes theexpansion and the radius of urvature and is very important that mandrel deformat-ion to be minimum. The paper presents the �nite element model developed forthe proess desribed above, the optimization of tool parameters used to obtainand validate the simulation onditions in order to evaluate the e�et of di�erentmaterials on mandrels performanes. The numerial simulation analyses were arriedout by �nite element analysis software ANSYS LS-DYNA whih has a vast array ofapabilities to simulate extreme deformation problems. Results obtained followingthe manufaturing proess FEM simulation optimization are expeted to reduethe mandrel prodution and exploitation osts.Aknowledgements. This work was arried out within POC-A1-A1.2.3-G-2015, ID/SMIS ode: P_40_422/105884, �TRANSCUMAT� Projet, Grant no.114/09.09.2016 (Subsidiary Contrat no. 3/D.1.1/114/27.11.2017), Projet support-ed by the Romanian Minister of Researh and Innovation.
→∞ ⋄∞←



90Using Smart Contrats for Software Lifeyle ManagementAutomationB. Tsvetkov, H. KostadinovInstitute of Mathematis and Informatis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonhev bl. 8, 1113So�a, BulgariaThe rapid development of the DLTs in the reent years solved many of theshortomings of original Bitoin network and extended the areas and problemsthey were used to address. As result one of the new issues that arhitets have todeide on is whih DLT is best suited for the spei� tasks they are solving. In thisartile di�erent DLTs and DLT features will be reviewed regarding their suitabilityto solve urrent problems in the area of the software lifeyle management (SLM).Software lifeyle management is the proess of managing proedures that areexeuted at ustomer site, in their loud, IoT devies and for edge omputinglandsapes. Some of these proedures are software produts installation, upgrade,transport ustomized ode and data, system opy, on�guration, and many other.In the Enterprise world these proedures may be very omplex as they involveoordination and on�guration for usage of many tools and many di�erent partieson di�erent landsapes and louds. Often many involved parties need to ooperateto suessfully omplete omplex set of mutually dependent software lifeyle manag-ement proedures with minimal risk, downtimes and resoure usage. Some of theparties that ould be involved in a omplex software lifeyle management projetare ustomers, software providers, onsulting partners, hardware vendors, and soft-ware vendors. These parties are typially not hierarhially organized and may notfully trust eah other as they may have ontraditing interests for spei� aspetsof the proess. Their goals are often projet-based, temporary, and not stritlyformalized in detailed legal frames. The suess of the projet often depends onthe results of their ollaboration and proper sharing of e�orts, knowledge andresoures. This makes usage of a DLT a good andidate to handle and automatethe ollaboration and sharing aspets of their interations by introduing additionaltrust between parties. In this session a DLT-based system will be desribed thatould streamline and automate proesses that are urrently manual and timeonsuming. Having a DLT in plae provides eah party with own opy of theinformation. This makes it independent of the future relationship between involvedparties.
→∞⋄∞←



91Simulation of Thermal E�ets of Engineering Objets andClimate Changes on the Permafrost BoundariesN.A. Vaganova, M.Yu. FilimonovUral Federal University and Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis,Yekaterinburg, RussiaPermafrost oupies about 25% of the total land area of the globe and ishighly suseptible to external in�uenes aused by human ativity and limatehange. Most engineering strutures and buildings in the permafrost zone use thepriniple of preserving the frozen state of the soil. For these purposes, variousoptions for thermal insulation of the soil surfae, piles, whih are the foundation forresidential buildings, ooling devies for thermal stabilization of the soil and otheroptions for preventing permafrost degradation, are used. Permafrost thawing anlead to serious aidents and the destrution of buildings. For example, damage toprodution wells in the northern oil and gas �elds due to permafrost proesses leadsnot only to large �nanial losses, but also to be environmental onsequenes for theenvironment. The paper disusses various mathematial models for desribing thedistribution of thermal �elds in the surfae layer of soil from various soures of heat,or old, whih, together with seasonal limati hanges, form unsteady thermal�elds in the soil. The developed algorithms are foused on high-performane omput-ers and were used in the design of various oil and gas �elds loated in the permafrostzone. The main attention is paid to the adequate setting of boundary onditions andmaximum onsideration of various parameters, inluding tehnial harateristisof engineering objets, limati onditions and soil lithology in the �eld of modelingthermal �elds. The presented numerial alulations show the possibility of usingthese models and algorithms for long-term foreasting of the development of thermalproesses in the soil. Minimization of heat exposure in the system heat soures(old) � permafrost will avoid aidents at oil and gas �elds assoiated with hangesin temperature onditions in the soil, and inrease the stability of the building withpile foundations.Aknowledgements. The work was supported by Russian Foundation forBasi Researh 19-07-00435.
→∞ ⋄∞←



92 Numerial Modeling of Seismi Wave PropagationGenerated by Eletromagneti Pulse Soure in FraturedMediumM.P. Varygina, E.P. ChentsovInstitute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodok, 660036Krasnoyarsk, RussiaWe onsider the problem of inreasing the e�ieny of seismi explorationusing eletromagneti pulse soure by adjusting its mehanial and geometrialharateristis based on mathematial modeling of seismi wave propagation gener-ated by the pulse soure in medium with omplex rheologial properties. To desribewave proesses in struturally inhomogeneous fratured medium, the model of blokmedium onsisting of elasti bloks and fratured interlayers is proposed. It isassumed that the raks in medium propagate through the interlayers only. Whenthe ritial level of deformation is reahed, a rak ourring in the interlayeralters its properties. To take into aount dynami proesses in interlayers, rigidontat, i.e., a rheologial element usually applied for the modeling of mediumhaving di�erent resistane to tension and ompression, is used. Thermodynamionsisteny of the proposed model is shown. For numerial implementation of themodel, a parallel omputational algorithm is developed. The algorithm is based onthe two-yling splitting method in ombination with the monotone ENO-shemedesribing wave propagation in bloks and the non-dissipative Ivanov's shemefor the interlayers. Parallelization of omputations is performed at stages of thesplitting method. A series of numerial omputations is performed to show thewave �elds generated by the eletromagneti pulse soure in fratured medium.Aknowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh (projet no. 18-31-00100) and by the Russian Foundation forBasi Researh, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional Fundof Siene (projet no. 18-41-242001).
→∞⋄∞←



93Seasonality of the Levels of Partiulate Matter PM10 airpollutant in the ity of Ruse, BulgariaE. VelevaA. Kanhev University of Ruse, BulgariaThis paper presents empirial study of the seasonality in air pollution of aBulgarian ity, aused by PM10 (partiulate matter 10 mirometers or less indiameter). Di�erent statistis, desribing the hange of PM10 over time have beenonsidered. The trend and seasonality in the data are modeled using di�erentapproahes of time series analysis. The results are used to obtain point and intervalestimates for future values of PM10 levels.
→∞ ⋄∞←Numerial Simulation of Alternative Fuels Combustion inGas TurbinesJ.A. Vilag, V.A. Vilag, C. Pusasu, R. NioaraCOMOTI Romanian Researh and Development Institute for Gas TurbinesCOMOTI, Buharest, RomaniaM. CalugaruSC CROMATEC PLUS SRL, Buharest, RomaniaThe paper presents the thermodynami analysis for hanging the fuel of anaviation gas turbine from kerosene to alternative gaseous fuels. Theoretial resultsare obtained using the CEA program and the numerial ones using a ommerialCFD ode. The gas turbine used for the appliation is a heliopter turboshaftfor whih the geometry of the ombustor was arefully reprodued in a CADenvironment. The paper details eah neessary step to obtain the numerial results,as well as some omparison with experimental data. The onlusions are related tothe similarities and the di�erenes between the experimental data, onsidering theomplexity of the entire gas turbine.Aknowledgements. This work was arried out within POC-A1-A1.2.3-G-2015, ID/SMIS ode: P_40_422/105884, �TRANSCUMAT� Projet, Grant no.114/09.09.2016 (Subsidiary Contrat no. 1/D.1.5/114/24.10.2017), Projet suppor-ted by the Romanian Minister of Researh and Innovation.
→∞ ⋄∞←



94A Momentum Preserving Numerial Method for a SixthOrder Boussinesq EquationV. Vuheva, N. KolkovskaInstitute of Mathematis and Informatis, BAS, Aad. G. Bonhev bl.8, 1113So�a, BulgariaIn this talk a momentum preserving sheme is onstruted and studied for theSixth Order Boussinesq Equation (SOBE)
∂2u
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= ∆u+ β1∆
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∂t2
− β2∆

2u+ β3∆
3u−∆f(u), x ∈ (−∞,∞) , t > 0.The momentum preserving sheme is based on the representation of the SOBE asa Hamiltonian system. The �nite di�erene sheme is expliit, onditionally stableand seond order aurate in spae and time. We prove that the disrete solutiononserves exatly the disrete momentum and the disrete mass, and approximately,with O(h2 + τ2) error, the disrete Hamiltonian (energy). Numerial experimentsare provided for quadrati and ubi nonlinearities. The numerial results showgood agreement with our theoretial results.Aknowledgements. This work is partially supported by the Program foryoung sientists and postdotoral students PCM 577/17.08.2018 and by the Bulgar-ian National Siene Fund under Projet H 22/2 from 2018.

→∞⋄∞←

Adjoin Operators for Three-Dimensional Continuity andAdvetion EquationsA. VyatkinInstitute of Computational Modeling of the SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaE. KuhunovaSiberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, RussiaWe onsider an expliit semi-Lagrangian algorithm for solving the three-dimen-sional ontinuity problem. To ompute a numerial solution, we use a uniform spaeand time grids. The algorithm is based on splitting of three-dimensional probleminto three one-dimensional problems. We determine a numerial solution of eah



95one-dimensional problem as a funtion that is pieewise onstant in sells at eahtime level. We use a loal integral balane equation between two neighboring timelevels, whih follows from the Green's theorem. To �nd a numerial solution atnext time level at the grid node, we onsider integral over a spae neighborhoodof it. It produes the left-hand side of the algebrai equation. To get the right-hand side, we onsider the integral of the numerial solution at the previous timelevel, whih has already been determined. Thus, we get numerial sheme forthree-dimensional ontinuity equation. We ount all nodes of three-dimensionalspae grids by one enumerator and onsider a matrix of numerial sheme. Eahrow in matrix orresponds to oinident time level. Adjoin matrix allows to �ndnumerial solution of advetion equation. It theoretially justi�ed this help of adjoinoperators. The proposed di�erene shemes are of �rst-order onvergene that ison�rmed by omputational experiments.Aknowledgements. The reported study was funded by Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk RegionalFund of Siene to the researh projet �Numerial modeling of quasi-stable strutu-res omposed of multiomponent gas near a fatory smokestak,� projet 18-41-243006.
→∞ ⋄∞←

Convetive Flow of Je�rey Fluid past a Vertial PermeableMoving PlateB.K. WiloxDept of Mathematis and Statistis, Federal University Otuoke, Yenagoa, NigeriaIn this artile, we investigated the osillatory MHD Free Convetive Flowof Je�rey Fluid past a vertial permeable moving plate. The formulated partialdi�erential equations were solved using perturbation tehnique and veloity andtemperature pro�les are obtained. Numerial simulation was arried out usingMATHEMATICA 10.3 to study the �ow with some pertinent parameters suhas and other parameters in�uene on the veloity and temperature pro�les. It wasobserved that the variation of the pertinent parameters in�uenes the �ow pro�les,as it leads to inreasing veloity pro�le with temperature.
→∞ ⋄∞←



96 Mathematial Model and Method for Calulating theGrowth of Non-Metalli Inlusions in Multiomponent MeltN. YaparovaSouth Ural State University (National Researh University), Chelyabinsk, RussiaIn this ontribution, a problem of the growing non-metalli inlusions in multi-omponent melt is onsidered. The mathematial model of inlusion growth isrepresented as inverse problem for paraboli PDEs with the equations of boundarymass transfer and ODE desribing the inlusion growth. In this problem, it isrequired to alulate the radius of growing spherial inlusion. To solve this problem,a numerial method based on the using of �nite-di�erene equations and regulariza-tion tehnique is proposed. The appliation of regularization approah ensures thestability of omputational sheme with respet to omputational errors and errors ofthe initial data. The advantage of method is follows. Using the ommon approahes,we an alulate the radius at the early stage of growth only. This stage lasts forseveral seonds. The proposed method allows us to inrease the observation timeof the growing inlusion up to several minutes. The reliability of the method wasveri�ed by omparing the numerial results with the test funtions.
→∞⋄∞←

Vehile Routing Problem with Time WindowsM. Youse�khoshbakhtDept of Mathematis, Faulty of Sienes, Bu-Ali Sina University, 6517838695Hamedan, IranThe vehile routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is a famous problemin logistis that has many appliations in real life. In this Problem, the objetive isto de�ne the minimized distane traveled of the several vehiles that start to movesimultaneously from the depot and visit some ustomers within ertain time frames.In this paper, an e�ient optimization algorithm alled football game algorithm(FGA) is proposed to solve VRPTW as an important NP-hard problem. FGAimitates the behavior of football players during a game to �nd the best positionsto sore a goal under the supervision of a team oah.The performane of theproposed FGA is validated against Solomon's VRPTW benhmarks. Experimentresults on�rm that FGA produes ompetitive results ompared to several state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of the quality of the solutions. More preisely, the



97proposed algorithm obtains 17 and improves 12 best known solutions (BKSs) inthe literature.Keywords: Football Game Algorithm, Vehile Routing Problem with TimeWindows, Meta-heuristis, Solomon Benhmarks, Np-hard Problems
→∞ ⋄∞←On the Approximation of Estimation Problems forControlled SystemsB. AnanyevN.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, 16 S. Kovalevskayastr., 620108 Ekaterinburgand Ural Federal University, 19 Mir str., 620002 Yekaterinburg, RussiaP. YurovskihN.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathematis and Mehanis, 16 S. Kovalevskayastr., 620108 Ekaterinburg, RussiaIn this talk, we onsider problem of guaranteed estimation for ontrolledsystems with disrete observations. For linear systems with ontinuous measurements,we redue theirs to disrete ones and approximate the estimation proedure. Errorbounds of the approximation are also found. Given a grid t = t0 . . . tN on thetime interval [0, T ], unknown ontrols v(t) are hanged for a sequene v(t) = vion (ti−1, ti]. After that we ome to the multistage system xi = fi(xi−1, vi), xi ∈

Rn, i ∈ 1 : N , with measurements yi = gi(xi−1, vi)+wi, yi ∈ Rm, and onstraints
F0(x0) +

∑N

i=1 Fi(vi, wi), where Fi are non-negative funtions. The problem isto give an analytial desription of the set Wt ompatible with measurements
yt = {y1, . . . , yt} and onsisting of all possible pairs (xt−1, vt). In addition to thatone has to �nd the information set Vt = ft(Wt) whih is the image ofWt. These setsan be found by the reursive proedure. An appliation of this approah to lineardi�erential systems of the form ẋ = A(t)x + B(t)v with ontinuous observations
y(t) = G(t)x+w and quadrati integral onstraints on unknown funtions gives usthe opportunity to obtain the approximation sheme for observation proess. In thisase the information sets are ellipsoids both for ontinuous and for disrete-timesystems. The error bounds for ellipsoid parameters are obtained and the theoremis proved whih asserts the onvergene of the approximation. Various linear andnonlinear examples are onsidered inluding a model of two-element handlers, amotion in visous medium, and the Lotka-Volterra model with inomplete informat-ion.



98 Aknowledgements.The work was partly supported by the Russian Foundat-ion for Basi Researh, Projet No. 18-01-00544-a.
→∞⋄∞←

Flexible Graphite as a Seond-Grade MaterialR.S. Okatiev, A.V. Zaitsev, I.Yu. ZubkoPerm National Researh Polytehni University, 29 Komsomolskiy prospekt,614990 Perm, RussiaFlexible graphite (hereinafter FG) is a unique nanostrutured omposite mater-ial with a temperature-independent high thermo-hemial durability, low oe�ientof frition and high elasti properties. FG seals easily break-in without erosivea�etion on the ontat metal surfaes, �t for a multifuntional usage in high-orrosive and high-reative gas and �uid media. The FG o-ring seals and theirpaks have high reliability; they do not require additional pressurization duringlong-term usage and work at temperatures up to 560◦C with pressures up to40.0MPa. The in�uene of the FG mirostruture an be taken into aount bydesribing it as a linear isotropi seond-gradient medium introdued in the worksof R.A. Toupin and R.D. Mindlin. The sale parameter an be determined as aratio of the distane between the graphite layers and the radius of the o-ring. Theloading problem for the FG o-ring is solved in the gradient formulation. Fritiononditions are established on the inner and outer radial surfaes of the ring. Thefrition oe�ient is assumed to be small enough. On the bottom of the ring thereare no axial displaements, on the top surfae of the ring pressure is applied. Theanalytial solution of the loading problem under onsideration will help to estimatethe ontribution of the gradient elasti moduli and the sale parameter into stressdistribution and determine onditions of the gradient statement appliability. Wesuppose that the use of the gradient formulation is able to desribe some phenomenathat our during the exploitation of FG o-rings. The work is dediated to applyingthe gradient material models to solve atual engineering problems. Also, the resultsmay be useful as an example of a problem solved in the seond-gradient formulation.Aknowledgements. The work is supported by the Russian Foundation forBasi Researh (Grant No.17-41-590377_r_a).
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99Noise-Indued Phantom Attrator in the Enzyme KinetisI. Bashkirtseva, S. ZaitsevaUral Federal University, 51 Lenin str., 620000 Ekaterinburg, RussiaA. PisarhikCenter for Biomedial Tehnology, Tehnial University of Madrid, CampusMonteganedo 28223 Pozuelo de Alaron, Madrid, SpainWe study the in�uene of random noise on the two dimensional model ofenzymati reation. The model demonstrates high nonuniformity of deterministiphase portrait and sensitivity to parameters variations. A new dynamial phenome-non alled a generation of phantom attrator is disovered when the model is foredby high intensity noise. It is an e�et of shifting and loalizing random statesfar from the deterministi attrator. The phenomenon is investigated using diretnumerial simulations, probability density distribution and frequeny analysis ofstohasti osillations.Aknowledgements.The work was supported by Russian Siene Foundation(No 16-11-10098).
→∞ ⋄∞←Order and Chaoti Regimes in 3D Goldbeter ModelI. Bashkirtseva, S. ZaitsevaUral Federal University, 51 Lenin str., 620000 Ekaterinburg, RussiaThree-dimensional nonlinear biohemial model proposed by Goldbeter is ons-idered under the in�uene of random noise. In the deterministi ase the modelpossesses a wide variety of dynami regimes among whih the periodi behavior,orresponding to limit yle osillations, ombination of either two periodi osillat-ions or a limit yle with an equilibrium and haos. A transition of the system fromorder to haos ours through a asade of period doubling bifurations. It is studiedhow random noise an hange the qualitative behavior of the model and form newdynami regimes. An interation of stohastiity and nonlinearity is disussed.Aknowledgements.The work was supported by Russian Siene Foundation(No 16-11-10098).
→∞ ⋄∞←



100 Strong Topology on the Set of Persistene DiagramsV. KiosakOdessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture, Ukraine ,A. SavhenkoKherson State Agrarian University, UkraineM. ZarihnyiFaulty of Mathematis and Natural Sienes, University of Rzeszow, PolandWe endow the set of persistene diagrams with the strong topology (thetopology of ountable diret limit of inreasing sequene of bounded subsets onsid-ered in the bottlenek distane). The topology of the obtained spae is desribed.Also, we prove that the spae of persistene diagrams with the bottlenek metrihas in�nite asymptoti dimension in the sense of Gromov.Statistial Study of the In�uene of the AtmospheriCharateristis upon the Partiulate Matter (PM10) AirPollution in the City of Silistra, BulgariaI. Tsvetanova, I. Zheleva, M. FilipovaDept of Thermoengineering, Hydraulis, and Eology, Ruse University, 7017,Ruse, 8 Studentska str., BulgariaAir pollution by partiulate matter with a partile diameter between 2.5 and10µm (PM10) is going up reently in the entire Danube region, Bulgaria [1,2,5,6℄.The soures of dust on the territory of Danube region, Bulgaria are industry,transport and domesti heating by solid fuel. PM10 levels for the entire Danuberegion in Bulgaria mark a signi�ant inrease during the autumn-winter periodompared to the levels during the spring-summer period. For example in Ruse - aity belonging to this region the levels of PM10 are going up reently [5℄. The biggestpeak of PM10 levels for the autumn-winter period is usually observed in Januarymonths. It is in January that the number of days in whih there is exeedane ofthe limit values of the PM10 levels is maximum observed.Also reently it beomes lear that the mean value of the temperature inthis region is slightly goes up for the last 40 years and it is bigger than the meantemperature for Bulgaria [5℄. This ould be interpreted as a proof for limate hangeand warming in Danube region. The presene of PM10 obviously a�ets and hanges



101somehow the main atmospheri harateristis � temperature, atmospheri pressureand humidity and maybe there is a relationship between PM10 ontamination levelsand ambient air harateristis.In our works [3,4,6℄ we examined in more details the in�uene of the atmospheriharateristis on the PM10 ontamination during January months for one ofthe biggest ities in Bulgarian Danube region � Ruse. To understand better thisrelationship we provide a statistial analysis of ambient air PM10 ontaminationduring winter periods [3,4℄. Correlations between the measured PM10 values andthe respetive temperatures, atmospheri pressure and relative humidity measuredfor January months for di�erent years were presented and ommented there.This paper is one ontinuation of our investigations of PM10 pollution forDanube region espeially for another ity of the region � Silistra. It is devoted toexamine the PM10 pollution during winter and its relationship with atmospheriharateristis (temperature, atmospheri pressure and humidity). It presents astatistial analysis of the level of PM10 air pollution in Silistra using data fromthe o�ial monitoring stations in the ity. The measurements over the periodsine 2011 till 2018. Desriptive statistis of PM10 and atmospheri harateristis-temperature, atmospheri pressure and relative humidity as well as linear regressionmodeling are presented and ommented in the paper.Referenes[1℄ I. Zheleva, E. Veleva, M. Filipova, Analysis and modeling of daily air pollutantsin the ity of Ruse, Bulgaria, in AMiTaNS'17 AIP CP1895, 030007 (AIP, Melville,NY 2017), doi:https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5007366.[2℄ E. Veleva, I. Zheleva, Statistial modeling of partile mater air pollutants in theity of Ruse, Bulgaria, in NCTAM 2017, MATEC Web of Conferenes 145, 01010(2018), doi:https://doi.org/10.1051/mateonf/201814501010.[3℄ I. Tsvetanova, I. Zheleva, M. Filipova, A. Stefanova, Statistial analysis ofambient air PM10 ontamination during winter periods for Ruse region, Bulgaria.Statistial modeling of partile mater air pollutants in the ity of Ruse, Bulgaria,in NCTAM 2017 MATEC Web of Conferenes 145, 01007 (2018), doi:https://doi.org/10.1051/mateonf/201814501007.[4℄ I. Tsvetanova, I. Zheleva, M. Filipova, Statistial study of the in�uene of someatmospheri harateristis upon the partiulate matter (PM10) air pollutant inthe ity of Ruse, Bulgaria, in AMiTaNS'18, AIP CP2025, 110006 (AIP, Melville,NY 2018), doi:10.1063/1.5064949.[5℄ I. Zheleva, M. Filipova, Atmospheri harateristis statisti study of Ruseregion, Bulgaria, in AMiTaNS'16, AIP CP1773, 110019 (AIP, Melville, NY 2016),doi:10.1063/1.4965023.[6℄ A. Stefanova, I. Zheleva, M. Filipova, I. Tsvetànova, Examination of the possibilityof transborder pollution in the days with registered exeedanes of pollutant dustin the ity of Ruse, Bulgaria, in NCTAM 2017, MATEC Web of Conferenes 145,01004 (2018), https://doi.org/10.1051/mateonf/201814501004.
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102Material Symmetry Conjugated Spin and DeformationTensors for Orthotropi MediaI.Yu. ZubkoPerm National Researh Polytehni University, RussiaA onstitutive material spin tensor in the ase of purely elasti �nite-straindeformation is introdued for a 3D orthotropi media using the minimizing prinipleapplied to obtain the reloaded on�guration of the material volume. This materialspin explains the rotation of the orthonormal vetor frame whih oinides withthe material symmetry axes in the initial on�guration of the material volume anduniquely orresponds to a set of these axes in the urrent on�guration although itdoes not oinide with the latter. The given de�nition is followed by the exatexpression. This de�nition allows obtaining a new variant of deomposing anyelasti �nite-strain motion onto rigid and deformational parts and introduing theorotational rate assoiated with the material anisotropy. The latter is used forthe formulation of the anisotropi rate-type elasti law in the urrent on�gurationbased on the strain measure whih does not belong to the Seth-Hill family. Theintrodued material symmetry rotation naturally aounts for the material symmetryand demonstrates the dependene of its rotation angle on the initial orientationof the anisotropy axes under �nite-strain deformation. For the partiular asessuh as in�nitesimal deformations or a higher material symmetry (more loseto the isotropi one) the introdued material rotation tensor oinides with theonventional measures of rotation introdued in solid mehanis. By using theintrodued material spin tensor for the rate-type elasti law, it beomes possibleto take into aount the material anisotropy in the �nite-strain �hypo-elastiity�in ontrast with all the known variants of the orotational rates. The introduedrate-type elasti law is appropriate for studying the �nite-strain deformation ofanisotropi materials as well as for modeling the proess of rystal lattie rotationof subgrains in the ourse of intense plasti deformation.Aknowledgements. The work was supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh (grant No. 17-41-590377).
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